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Washington, June 28 Immediate
extension ot the present army draft
ages limits, 21 to 31 years, was overIn
the
whelmingly defeated today
senate. The amendment proposed by
Senator Fall of New Mexico, to the
army appropriation titl to make the
limits 20 and 40 years, and all compromises suggested for different
--

mln-(mu-

and maximums

were

voted

down.

Settlement of the controversy which
has held senate attention for several
days, cleared the way for passage of
the J12, 000,000, 0000 appropriation.
Besides disposing ot the draft age
question the senate adopted severtl
amendments o the bill. One authorized organization

of the $100,000,000

aircraft production corporation proposed by the alrcran production board
us j. vehicle for coordinating aircraft
production as shipbuilding is coordinated by the shipping board through
the emergency fleet corporation.
Rasing Draft Quotas.
Others authorized the plan of basing draft quotas on the number of
men lb class one, ins'ead of upon
state populations and affecting rights
of neutrals, under the draft law. The
senate, previously, h& adopted the
draft quota legislation, but it has been
held .up in the house.
The amendment affecting neutrals
provides citizens of neutral countries
now subject to draft who have declared their intention of becoming
American citizens, shall not be eligible for citizenship If they claim exemption from the draft. This provision was adopted as a substitute for an
amendment approved by the state department providing exemption from
the draft of all citizens of neutral
countries.
' The question of extending the draft
age limits occupied almost all of the
senate session. A proposal that the
present minimum age limit of 21
years be substituted for the 20 year
minimum of the Kail
amendment, was rejected 41 to 33, as was
one to make the maximum age 35
years instead of 40. Proposals to reduce the minimum age to 18 years
and to make military training of
youths between 20 and 21 compulsory
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Chicago, June 28. A definition of
Basslnated, says i dispatch to the Ma
as "not the destruction of
"sabotage"
tin from Berne. The assassination
but putting a limit on effitook pluce between Yekaterinburg and property
ciency," was given today by J. T.
Perm.
Dorcn, of Tacoma, Wash., one of the
I. V- W. (ietcmllinta on trial for semi
ixhj.ows i,osi:
ditious conspiracy,
lie still was on
ox
citv
hi;
the stand at adjournment for the day.
erectDoren, an I. W. W.
Amsterdam, June 28. Tho Wolff ed his blackburd beforelecturer,
and
the
German news rcp(ted and explained the jury
bureau, the
lectures
agency, says it has learned from Rus- he had marie, while Federal Judge
sian sources that the former Russian Landis left the bench and took a seat
emperor was murdered in a train among tho spectators.
while leaving Yekaterinburg immedi
Doren told of watching a carpenin u door sill and of, his
ately after that city had been captured ter putting
forces. Tho employe.-- , a real estate man, comby ,tho Czecho-Slova- k
Wolff bureau also repeats the report plaining of the length of time spent
that Alexis, the former Russian in tho task. "Not too much to make
crown prince, died a fortnight ago af- the house fit to live in," the witness
said tho carpenter answered, whereter a long illness;.
upon the employer replied:
lSutidini,' It to Sell.
PERSONAL QLAKUKT, SAID
"Live in noting, I'm building this
TO HAVK ENDED FATALLY house to sell."
Attorney VV. U. Cleary read a numl'kraln-also were defeatedWashington, June
ber of 1. W. V. tracts including sevFavora 18 to 15 Yearn.
newspaper reporis quoted in Herman eral on sabotage written by Urover II.
In the final effort of those advoofficial wireless luilkMis Kiy the for- Perry, a defendant in which tho orcating immediate legislation. Senator mer Czar Nicholas was killed by a ganization was described as an interMrOtimber of North Dakota, advoRussian red guard in a personal quar- national labor body. The author decated Immediate organization
of an rel. Another Oerinan bulletin stated clared the chief purpose of the organization was to benefit tho worker.
army of five million " men. which
Chairman Chamberlain of the mili(Continued on Fags Two.)
Perry insisted that labor had the
wn
tary committee declared
imposright to enforce its demands by striksible. Senator Warren of Wyoming,
ing.
senior republican member of the milmc of the pamphlets read contained these passages:
itary committee, declared congress
was handling the draft with "kid GAIN OF NEARLY
"We are not atisficd ' with a fair
gloves and not barehanded," and that
day's wage for a fair day's work- Such
18 to 43 age limits are necessary.
a thing is impossible. From now on
In connection with the draft queshe who docs not toil shall not thrive.
tion, Senator JWnson, of California,
The I. W. W. are laying the foundaBY
he
announced that
would postpone
tion of a new government where the
until the new army program is subevils of the present system will bo
mitted his effort for legislation to
present. Classes will disappear under
give states credit in future draft rails
the new form of government. Our
for etjce&H of man power furnished
organization is international and we
enlistments.
by voluntary
bar no man on account of race or
Concrete Ships Will 'Aid.
language."
Senator McCumber said concrete
ships would help solve the tonnage
SPOILED MEAT SENT
problem hut Uhat before great prolav MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
duction of these ships can begin "an
FOR SOLDIERS' USE
adA
28.
successful
London, June
everlasting conspiracy against them" vance
of nearly a mile was made tomust be overcome. The shipping
ISV MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED
board, ho said, will n6t take the re- day by the British troops between
WIRE)
RaiUeaul and Labassee. according to
28. Ijieut. W.
sponsibility of building concrete ves'Washington,
Reuters' British Ijeadquarters corre- D. Cargill, meatJune
sels unless directed to do so by conat
Camp
inspector
Travis.
gress and the house committee leaves spondent. I
testified
before
the
The correspondent says the captur- federal Texas,
tho matter to the boards discretion- .
trade
commission today In
Allied losses exceed 200 000 a ed ground lies at the most debatable the hearing on complaints that Wilmonth, the- - number of American point on the British front just .West son Sk Co, of Chicago furnished spoiled
troops sent to France, Senator Mc- of the Bois D'aval, which forms the meal to the army. The lieutenant
northeast angle ,of the Tfeippe forgst told .Of several deliveries, of meat In
Cumber said.
"Wie offensive was at a point where bad condition from Wilson & Co.; re"Between March 21, the day the
German drive began against the Brit- tjie enemy thrust was hardest in the ported to him but about which he had
ish, to June 21, the dav the German F'landers battle in an effort to Cap- no personal knowledge.
drive against the French and Italians ture the forest, which would have
After J. O. Miller, a treasury agent,
ended, the allies lost In prisoners opened his way to Hazebrouck, the had testified, to circumstances suralone. 226,000 men" he continued. capture of which would have entailed rounding the rejection by army of"All Qf these came from the fighting our retirement from Ypres,' says the ficers of-- 1,200 pounds of chicken as"The
attack was sembled at San Antonio for delivery
units. Other losses of our allies were correspondent.
about equal to those of the enemy. launched at 6 o'clock this morning to an army camp, the government
This is not surprising because of the on a front of 6.000 yards from Vleux rested Its cases. Attorney Marshall
Pont Tournai, Its objective told th commission that he would
enemy's superior artillery, deadlier Becquin to line
of the small stream Cdmplete'
being the
of evidence for
(Cuatlnued on Page Two.)
called the Plate Beque, 1,600 yards the oefehsepresentation
tomorrow.
away. The objectives were completely attained and give us valuable PLAN TO
ENCOURAGE
;
v
ground for future attacks.
THE WEATHER
"Some 300 prisoners and six maTHE MINING OF GOLD
chine guns were captured."
FORECAST.
semi-offici-
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MILE SCORED

BRITISH TROOPS

,

V

.

BRITISH

For New
Denver, Colo., June
Mexico:. Saturday fair, slightly cooler
east portion; Sunday fair In went, unsettled and cooler east portion.
and Sunday
Arizona:
Saturday
thunder-showepartly cloudy, probably
north central portion Saturday night or Sunday; cooler north
portion Sunday.
.

28.

rs

liOCAL REPORT.

summary of local weather condihours end-In- ?
tions for the twenty-fou- r
a't 8 p.- mt yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 98 degress; minimum.' 49; rang 47; at 6 p. in., 87;
southwest winds; clear.. ...
A
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London, June !!S (vbi ot'ii.val.
With seventy-tw(itmian niri'huics
brought down to his credit, the i;imt-cs- t
number of enemy machines destroyed by any entente airman so fa., Major William A. Bishop has been transferred from tho Canadian active force
at the front to a position at tho office
of the British chief of rtie air staff.
Tho recalluf the major was ail vised
by Lord Weir, British air minister- at
the special request of Sir I'M ward
Kemp, Canadian overseas minister of
militia.
Three weeks ugo Majbr Bishop took
to Franco a hand picked
fighting
squadron, of whom a large per cent-ag- e
were Canadians.
Tho squadron
was equipped Iwth the latest and best
British fighting airplanes, and in the
short time theyhave been at the front
they have accounted for an extraordw
nary number of enemy machines.
Major Bishop's record of German
airplanes brought down In jacriul combat, If reckoned on the an me basis as
was that of tho lute Baron von
Ukhthofen, the champion German,
who counted a double seated machine
as two victories, would be well over
the century mark.
On the morning of tho day he received the order to return to England,
which was quite unexpected by him,
he went out for one last fling at tho
enemy, and before his return brought
down five machines. On landing he
said good bye to his comrades, jumped Into a motor ear and caught the
boat for Kngland
o

BOLSEI

AN

ST

MOWma JOURKL

EREC1AL

UtAEEO WIREl

Gulf Port, June 28. Privat advices have been received here to the
effect that the British steamship
has been torpedoed and sunk.
There were no casualties, the report
says, but no date or place of the disaster are given.
The ship was laden with munitions.
'
The Atlantian carried a crew(of
officers arid men and sailed
for Europe aq May 28 on the last trip
frm this port. The Atlantian was a
ship ot 9,399 tons gross register.
A

TO CRUSH

FRONT OF

inclenburg's Men Get an Unexpected Blow From British
Along a Front of Sonic Six

Thousand Yards,

MORNINO
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,

tionalist aspirations.
Details of the treaty have been
printed In the newspaper The Nation's Voice of Cracow, Qalicia, according to a dispatch to the Times,

.
from Milan,
The Bolshevik government pledged
to
Itself
recognize Austro-Germahegemony in Poland and to aid In defending it against the former allies
of Russia.
n

PUBLIC FLEECED
OUT OF MILLIONS
FAKE SCHEMES

MORNINO
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New York, June 28. 'Backers of
,fr
alleged fake war charity enterprises
conferJune 28.
Washington,
schemes defrauded the
ence of western congressmen and min- and soliciting
public of between $2,000,000 and
ing men at the capital today resulted
in New York city during the
In the creation of a committee, head- last
year, according to' a review of
ed by Representative Taylor of Colo evidence presented
to a special county
boto
a
formulate
to
rado,
lay
plan
grand Jury . by District Attorney
emu
adSwann
iui I,,,? iieBBuij
tue laiuuHu
during its investigation which
ministration to encourage gold min- terminated today.
,
ing; and to maintain the International
Standard of value.
Germany Aocciitti.
June 28. Germany
A number of suggestions were made
Washington,
today, including the giving of a bonus has accepted the, invitation of the
to
send representatives
United
States
for gold production, elimination of. the
war tax on that metal and the open- to Berne, Switzerland, for a conferlands in ence on August 5, with the American
ing up of the
forest reserves to unrestricted
delegation on the subject of exchange
and mining developments.
and treatment of prisoners o war.
"

gold-beari-

pgos-pectln-

lUIHIt'lS

bo-hi-

Huze-brouc-

'Rv
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Win the British Army 4n France-Jun8 (by tho Associated
Press)
Field Marshal
Von Himlcnbnig's
tioors oast of the forest of Nlcppc
gut a nasty n;i1 unexpected knock
when the British suddenly drove forward in a surprise attack along a
front of more than three miles and
hurled tho startled grey coated soldiers back to an average depth of
l.MHt yards.
The operation wan an unqualified
success from its inception and the attacking infantry reached all their objectives in remarkably short time.
By this.thrust the Brltrsh not only
have greatly improved their position
in this important and much contested
sector, which lieiJ just north of
but they inflicted heavy punishment on two hostile divisions that
were holding the line here the 32 nd
division of' Saxons and the 44th reserve divisloi. of Prussians.
Many (M'l'iimiis Killed.
Iirgo numbers of the enemy were
killed in the hurricane onslaught and
some 2'i0 of tho mora fortuntu bad
been collected in prison cages before
noon.
Tho front of the atlart was 6.000
yards in length and lay Upproxlmate-l- y
Vleux Berquln on the
between
north and Pont Tournai, which is
yards northwest of Mervllle, on
the south.
West of Mervllle the British and
German lines had been Jammed up
almost against the edge of the Nieppe
forest, in places, with the result that
the British felt a lack of elbow room
for operations.
It was ln order to
acquire more leeway that today's as
sault was projected.
settled upon lay
The objectives
known
along the winding little stream
out
us Plato Becque, which - bowed
e
back of the
toward the
German lino. 1'russians and Saxons
were holding this zone With a series
of a strong machino gun posts linked
up with barbed wire.
The first stages of the drive were
comparatively heavy. In fact all the
final objectives were reached witlout much difficulty.
At two strongly fortified farms near
the center of the line the enemy
fought stubbornly, but was unable to
stand ou long against tho furious onslaughts of the British, who attacked
them from all directions.
British 1jok-Light.
The losses among the storming Inentire
the
engagRmcnt were
fantry for
tho
light, due largely to the fact that was
show was over before the enemy
able to organize.
As a special feature of the program
Australian troops on the left carried
out a simulated attack of their own,
prisonadding nearly half. a 'hundred
.
ers to the bag.
to
believe
men
have
These
professed
that the United States was not going
to he able to render much assistance
to tho allies. The helplessness of thev
United States Is being preached
to the troops by the German
high command and this propaganda
undoubtedly has been having its effect among the men in the trenches.
With the German officers naturally
It is different, for they have no deluORDERS POLICING OF
sions on' the subject.
British Attack I'ucxntxjktlPANAMA AND COLON
g
During the spring thellttla better
been
had
here
ground
MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
than a morass, but the warm weather
S.
June
8ccr?iary
of recent days dried it out enough tot.
Washington.
make it leasable for Infantry oporu-tionr- Baker today Instiucted Major General Blatchford, commanding the departThe British pushed off at. six o'clock ment of Panama, to take over the polthis morning after a short, sharp icing of the cities of Panama and
bombardment, Juat as the white mists Coion for the purpose of maintalnlns?
were beginning to arise along the public order. The action resulted
numerous streams which thread their froin Information received at the state
tortuoug way about this region. Statedepartment from the government of
ments by prisoners ahow that the en- Panama that grave disorders wera
not
the slightest expectation expected because of the postponment
emy had
of the British taking .the initiative at of the national elections set for June
39.
this point,
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LIEUT." M'CLINTOCK
TAKES HIS OWN
Ml
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New York. June 28. First Lieut
Alexander McClintock, U. S. B-- . .ot
by Klnit
Lexington, Ky.; honored
George of England for gallantry in
action while serving with the Cana
dlun forces, shot and Instantly klUea
himself here today.
The police were Informed he was
absent without leave. While an of-ifleer from the cantonment was
searching for him McClintock sent ei
bullet through his temple In a room
i
at tho Murray Hill baths,
,

i

-

'

;..

'

that a

French forces further south ap- successful Gorman thrust where the
parently have an.lclpated the pro- British struck would have menaced
h
the channel ports or a similar move
posed German drive toward tho
channel ports or Paris, and struck in the south would have placed tha
first.
French capital in Jeopardy.
Although slight details nf the ma.
Gunners Busily I '.ngugiil.
neuvers thus fur have been revealed,
Tho Berlin official communication
the allied troops caught tho enemy Issued
Friday evening niado a note
unawnres at important points
and of the allied
thrusts by declaring that
took terrain which would have been
were busily engaged In
of con.siilcriLhle value as the starting tho Germans
to
them.
.
repulse
attempts
A
of
eiicmy
attacks.
comparpoints
That tho allied forces aro not lo be
and
of
number
atively large
prisoners
napping by the Germans Is Inmachine guns wore lef'. by the Ger- caught
dicated by the intensive aerial operamans,
tions that are In progress over and
The attack of the British was dethe battle line. A British official
livered about midway between
communication says that in air fight
and Bethune on a front of
enemy airlug Thursday twenty-nin- e
neurly three and u half miles over
were accounted for, twenty ot
planes
which the Germans
recently
them having been destroyed and tha
recently have been deluging with others forced to.,deiwen'd out' of con
shells.
Fourteen machines of the Brit- ,
ir,l Itut. Mm nll.1,.1, uub ttrntliin trol.
to return.
Ish
failed
tive of an average gain of ground to
There is considerable fighting bea iteptu or nearly a nine, ami inciuu- - tween
the Austrlans and Italluns in
I u.tt!.ll
hum.
.,',- ilm t.,ll.r s.r
mountain
the
regions of tho Italian
In
leis. It is probable the Germans
but
quiet precomparative
theater,
In
this region vails
a proposed offensive
Plave river, acrosa
tho
along
on
set
the capture
had
their hearts
was driven by the
of Kt. timer and the railway line run- which the enemy
Italians early in the week.
Dunkirk.
anil
Calais
to
thence
ning
Mom Trim Me In Humhui.
Groat Stii'ke- by Trench.
Unofficial reports are to the effect
The stroke of the French troops was
events again are In
over a still gnatcr front four and a that troublous
Russia. The Bolsheyllt
in
progress
enehalf niHes and they penetrated
in Moscow is said to have,
my positions at some points a mile government
by forces under the
aiid a quarter. The evident intention been overthrown
of Generals Korniloff and
leadership
to
the
to
block
was further
gateway
Kaledincs. Moscow is said to hvY
reParis through tho
fallen and Trotssky and Lenlne. tha
gion.
of the Bolshevik goverrmtenLj
From Anilleny to the east of Mont- - loaders
fled across the
tVtn TVi.nch
nut their are declared to have
of Finland toward the Moum.
offensive and overwhelmed strongly Gulf
Another report is tna,
man coast.
fortified positions or me enemy ain
has been proNicholas
Duko
Grand
the entire front. Besides the beating claimed emperor.
1,000
more
than
back of the enemy,
that fermor Lmperor
The
(ioniums foil into the hands of the Nicholasreports
haa beon put, to death Of
forces.
attacking
assassinated persist, but there still ts
Although the points of attack were no official confirmation of them.
mathe
100
miles,
about
separated by
neuvers seemingly had been well con:v
sidered by General Koch, the allied ROTARY CONVENTION
rnnimnnder-ln-chiflas they were
ADOPTS RESOLUTIONS
carried out synchronously.
The strategy of tho doublo stroke
f,Rf
IRV HORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL L SAVED
Kansas City, Ma, Juno 28. The
International
of
annual convention
Association of Rotary - Cluba today
DF AUTO
through the adoption of resolutions'
approved the following proposals:
Continuance and broadening of the
activities of Rotary clubs In connection with tho sale of government securities.
The expediting of cases Involving
charges of sedition, criminal disloyalball-I- n
ty or sabotage, withholding ofof
cases and Infliction
serious
TO
vere penalties on convlctlens.
The earliest possible utilization 0t
undeveloped water power resource
as a measure of war economy.
Further restriction of the use of
111 MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASES WIRE
grain and sugar In the manufacture
Washington, June 28. Immediate of Intoxicating liquor.
reduction in the number and types
Legislation making compulsory tha
tho English language exand sizes of automobile- tires from teaching of
In all grade schools, publia
clusively
287 to 32 has been determined upon
and privaW;s
.
by automobile tire manufacturers In
accord with recommendations of the
STEADILY
FRAZIER
conservation division of the war Industries board. Under tho program
INCREASES LEAD
announced today by November 1.
St- 1820, all but nine types and sizes will
imt MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LSASI
have bocn discontinued.
June 28. The entire
Fargo, N.
ticket, state and congresThe nine types to remain after NoIn the repubvember 1, 120, rango in sizes from sional was nominated
primaries of Wednesday. non-pa- f j
30 by 3
.to 40 by 8 and Include lican
Governor Lynn J. Krazler,
The tlsan,
d
standard
patterns.
steadily Increased his lead to,
elimination of the
day until It noared .the 15,000 marltV'
will
be
Ijtte figures gave Frazier 50.678,;
types
gradual.
36,148.
"Officials of the war Industries Steen
While no definite figures, were availboard say that the motoring public able, indications were
that S.
will suffer no inconvenience as the
had been nominated on t
io ticket for governor over
Industry will be adjusted so thattypea
will be standardized to meet tho new George Wilkinson by a vote of about1
3
1.
to
conditions.
ter-rlui-

semi-circl-

fu-tu-

fSV

1'

TIRES TD BE CUT

London, Juno 28. Germany and
the Russian Bolshevik government in
a secret convention rsgt'.rdinn, the
of Poland, have virtually agreed
to
in crushing Polish na-

B!
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GERMANS IN PACT
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IS SUNK

0

DURING

the .Wiociutcil Press)
by
,
till'! is apparent when It Is realized

(t minted t.iWar , l.cail

.

t tie

'

:

Aus-tria- ns

HUNS ARE THROWN

FAREWELL FLIGHT

LANDS
i, W, W,

caiti

r,

ENEi

BINES

T

f r TUHH S

and Explains ''Sabotage;'
Judge' Becomes Spectator,

iui:u

IVE

BAG

raft gun spotting
telescopes and an iiiui-iilplane to get the ri:nge for tlic gun

..
HU

nfe'fe'

GERMAN DRIVE AGAINST

and Penetrate Enemy Positions at Some Points a Mile and a
Quarter; Considerable Fighting Is Reported Between
and Italians in Mountain Regions, but Comparative
Cuiet Prevails on Piavc Front.

court-marti-

1

ANTICIPATE

Tommies Deliver Blow Midway Between Hazenbrouckc and
Bethune, on Front of Nearly Three and a Half Miles, While the
Poilus Deliver Their Thrust on Front of Four and a Half Miles

Paris, June 28. The
This is a sc ene on the vc tern front showing lirltih soKlicrs
at Darmstadt, Germany, has received
All the Instruments me turnetl on the
a telegram signed "Tchltcherln," an- an enemy uirplanu.
mounted on u motor lorry.
nouncing that Nicholas Romanoff, the
former Russian emperor, has been as- 1

BRITISH

CHANNEL PORTS AND.STRIKE FIRST

Demanded,

JOURNAL

AND

PROPOSED

Senator Warren Says Congress Reactionary Ruler Whose
Is Handling
Question With
Reign Was Filled With Un'Kid Gloves;' Favors Drastic
rest Never Showed Strength
Action,

DELIVER

D

WOTFT THE!

MINISTER

Fall's Amendment to Make the Amsterdam Through German
Minimum 20 and the MaxiNews Bureau Also Notified
of Murder Which Was Commum 40 Is Voted Down by
'
mitted on Train,
a Large Majority, .;,
M'CUMBER FAVORS ARMY

EDITION'

GERMANS

OF FORMER IIZAR

OF DRAFT AGE IS

CITY

Daily by Carrlfr or Mall, 70c a Month
Single copies), M

Albuquerque, New, Mexico, Saturday, June 29, 1918.

YKAR.

II

VOL. CI.VUI.

Sam's Resources Are Back of War Savings Stamps. You Can't Go Wrong When You Buy Them

.Ul4.V

.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, June 29, 1918.
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ASSASSINATION

U.S.CWB
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FORMER

OF.
CZAH

INNEIiflPUTUIlE

rumors are current that the family
me czar iihs been taken to I'eruz.

HAVE been using Doctor Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for more than

sevn years. I believe it saved my little

SHIPPING BOARD

(WJrnedfrom

i

I

CONFIRMED

BEEN

i

DIFFICULTIESOF

HAS.

grand-

daughter's life, as she had such terrible spasms,
caused by the condition of her stomachuntil
we gave her Syrup Pepsin. Our family thinks

of

TOLD COMMITTEE
Lofty ideals rarely attained, upnar
ent good intentions seldom translated
into ac tion, and enlightened and pro
is
gressive thought that found e'xpres
more often in reaction and oP
Delegation Will Go for Purpose sion
IBV MORNINO JOURNAL SeECIAL tEASCD WIRCI
stomach
bowels."
pressive acts than in reforms, made
Syrup Pepsin for
of Assisting Country Eco- the character and career of Nicholas of Washington, Juno 28.. Difficulties
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Satin day, June 29, 1918.
proached a prominent citizen with the
request that he purehare a War
Stamp and Pledge for $1,000. The
he received was this:
"I would buy $10,000 in bonds but
I don't want4o buy any of those

WORKERS REPOR T

61,500 TOTAL

WIS.

OF

stamps."

"Manv more would lie gold." the
solicitor said, "if the people had a
better understanding of the stamp
e
plan. They may be taken to the
any time and. there will draw
their full value, regardless of maturity. There often is a discount in the
sales of Liberty Honds but never in
the sale of War Savings Stamps., The
s'amp plan is the poor or medium Un-financed man's opportunity to help
cle Sam. He can invest as small an
amount as 25 cents anil be doing his
bit."
A number of young women also assisted materially in yesterday's and
Thursday's drive. They established
booths on the principal streets and
o,,M Ktnmns in large amounts. Tt Is
probable that they will operate the
booths again today.

DRIVE

Persons

Become
Members of '$1,000 Club'
and Pledge to Buy That
Amount in Stamps This Year

Twenty-fiv- e

COMMITTEES

Drive

I

SELL

snn ctampc ucdci

19

Will Be

Continued Today;

Women's Committee Holds
Record of 50 Per Cent
Entire Pledges Received.

of

THE "1,000 CLl'B."
Twenty-fiv- e
men, ami women
yeMerday enrolled in the, "l.OOO
Club." which is indicative of tlwir
$1,000 .in
plcl;c to
War Savings Stainim between
now mid January I, 101U. They
are It. It. Pollock, Georgf Ka.se-nvan,

Herman Sultcr, J. A.
Weinman. First National bank,
Nell l. Held, Mrs. Neil H. 1 iell,

Norlmiis. Montezuma Gro-T,B. KolM'rtHOii, II. W. Kd-y- ,
M. Keyiiold, Mrs. Carrie
If. Xeher, lVlielnno Clmve.,
DuvUI Welllcr, T. J. lUtKH, Ixuils
v,

.1.
.1.

J. K

Ilfcld,

Sd

e
Weiller, (lark M. Carr, MIhs
Qiiiekrl, A. B. MKiaffey
1
rank Hubble," Mary
knot I'lilliam and Hosina Nev-loi- i.
I.u-di-

The total amount of War Savings
Stamps pledges, as announced late
last night by Guy Rogers, chairman
of the drive, was $61,600. The drive
is

to be continued

today,

however,

as many districts were not thoroughly canvassed.

The total monetary amount represents a total of 12,300 stumps sold
during the two days of the campaign.
The total for Thursday's drive was
$2.1,000. Yesterday's
ed to $:)0.r.oo.
A

pledges amountA

big effort will be made today to

obtain more members for the "$1,000
Club." This is the limit of purchase
and yesterday twenty-fiv- e
persons:
and firms agreed to make the purchase within the next six months.
The committee in charge of this
branch nf the drive yesterday established headquarters in the office of
the postmaster. Persons "nominated"
for membership were called up by
telephone und then asked to visit the
committee In the office. They came.
Many of them remained to become
members of the committee and to asThe
sist in "nominating" others.
mark had been set as fifty members.
Although this number was not reached
it is expected that it will bo more than
reached today.
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Crystal White for 25 centi
Bar Creme Oil Soap Free
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Water Melons
Cantaloupes
Strawberries, Blackberries, Cherries, Apples,
Apricots, Plums. Cherries to Can, 8c
All Kinds Fresh Vegetables
Home Dressed Hens, Broilers
Turkeys and Geese
In fact everything you want in the "Eatable" Line.
1
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"li" Til MAT

AT TUP. THKATKISS TODAY.

."Il" TlH'atcr "Halt of the Rnrth,"
a five-replay: episode 10
of "Vengeance
and the Woman."
Crystal
peril llouso "The Lion's
('laws"; "Hight-of-WaCasey" and
Lost
"The
Appetite."
Tlu'titcr
Ideal
"The
HepeatliiK
Richest fiirl," with Ann Murdork as
the star; alo un intcreslinK' reel of
"I'athe Xewa."
"The
Theater Hcpeatlnt?
Lyric
e
Planter," the great special
with Tyrone Power playing the
leading parts; also the comedy of two
reels, "I'.y the Sad Sea Waves."
Pastimo Tliealcr Norma TalmadRe
as Hie star in
appears again today K'torm
"The Secret of the
I'ohnli";
also a reel of "I'athe Weekly News."

r

v

super-featur-

AT TIJK

"It."

ly, after serving for three years in
beautiful strnnRffr, French uniform and in positions givwhile,ofmomentarily
expecting the ar- ing him unusual opportunities for
his fiance and her father for watching allied military and naval
rival
a wcek-on- d
visit.
preparations, charges were made that
This great pb ttireis being repeated some hidden hand had for years been
today at the Ideal theater, and is fol- pr tectbng him. The following account
lowed by a reel of "Pathe News" pic- of his dramatic career has been made
tures.
public;
D'Fcquevilley appeared in France in
i.vmc.
the
in
He studied
1S91, as a Spaniard.
Miss Lucille King, who plays An- French
schools, became an engineer,
drea In a new Mutual special produc- and
seijured work in shops supplying
tion, "The rlanter," starring Tyrone the French
navy. He established re
Power. Is one of the most beautiful
women in America. She will be seen lationships with Cermany.
J'lnns sold to Itcrlin.
again today only nt the Lyric theater.
All countries in the opening years
Miss King posed in the nude for
some of the scenes in "The planter" of the twentieth century were experiscenes that rail for just such action menting with submarines. The French
as that in which Miss Xing' is pre- models "(lyiunote," "tiouhet," and
sented.
others fell short only a little from a
.......
...rpractical submarine type.
..i...,
1. r. I.
bed to the

at

-

.

lVrfei iiori picture. "Sail of the
Kaitli." of five reels will he the main
feature nt the "1:" today only, with an
and
the
of "Vengeance
episode
Woman."
and
A
thrills
new
for
mark
lii;:h
e
operJuly 24: Calculating-machinis set in the tenth
ator (male and female) $!t0 l.i 1.200 realism in ofdirection
ami
the
"Vuiineanei
(pitiodc
operaand
writer
press
Multigraph
he seen at the
which
will
tor (main and female) $l,u00.to 1.'.'"0. Woman,"
to
on
hack
his
Tied
"H"
only.
Operative (male and female) $720 four today
stakes on a wild mountain side,
to 1.000.
William Duncan (Henry lllake), Is
Statistical clerk (male and fernal") left
by his outlaw enemies to be de$900 to 1,200.
and
female) voured hy wolves, lieal wolves, from
(male
Library assistant
the zoo at Yitasraph's western studio,
$900 to 1,200.- behind
from
come
Assistant, examiner,
patent offico in Hollywood,
rocks and trees, drawn by his shout-- i
(male and female) fl lioo.
victim
their
Field station aid (male) $720 to for help, and circle about
waiting for courage and a leader to
1,000.
They already
July 24: Clerk qualified in modern lead them to the feast. when
a terrific
hands
language (male and female) $9"00 to have sniffed his
storm breaks over the mountain tops.
1,200.
cow
the
drives
r.lindinit lightning
Herbarium assistant (male and fewhen
ardly brutes bac k to cover, and almost
male) $900 to 1,200.
down
July 27: Forest nnd fleM dork a Rrcnt tree crashes flee
yelping in
burying Duncan, they
(male and female) $1,100 to 1,200.
August 6: Stenographer nnd type- terror.
the serial
directed
who
Mr. Duncan,
writer, Pannma Canal service (male)
and plays the leading male part, Is
pe month $1 SI.
Information and application b'anks emphatic that it Is a 100 per cent
may be obtained from IT. V, Fagnn. scene, stafied in the Sierras of south-is
Certainly there
IOea! Secretary, Alhunuerfiie, N. M., ern California.
or C. L. Snvder. District Secretary', r.othing to be asked for in the way "f
realism.
added
Francisco.
San
Post Office Building,
A

-

Laurent-H- a
ymond-Vinced'Kcque- villey. When he was arrested recent-

TODAY OXI.Y.
up-hi-

.

.....I
tli.. ,...(.. Ul
r.f
ttllktUII ltl!
llulllN'l.llli.
the Cihi
river, she is
plunges Into most
beautiful tbing that
probably the
the 'morning sun of that wild region
ever shone on.
Miss King was one of the most
flote'd iilodels in the world when she
espoused 'motion picture art. She had
been posing in the nude for four
years when induced to sign n contract
for her appearance In "The Planter."
Most of the leading artists of the
country had painted her.
The management is also repenting
todnv the comedy "Hy the Sad Pea
Waves."
1117

IT.
I J TS MtrTIIIK !
Here's a little story about Norma
Tnlmadge. .the star who is appearing
the
again today in "The Secret of theStorm Country," at the Pastime
ater. The Photoplay magazine says:
Norma
Talmndge, who for some
time has been one of the highest paid
of motion picture stars, with a weekly
salary of four figures, and who now
owns her own Company and studio,
has never bad a bank account and
never signed a check.
d
No, she doesn't keep her money
the clock or hidden under a loose
brick in the fireplace cither.
She simply turns over everything to
days
mother, just as she used to In atheweek.
when she was making $IS
when
other
it
the
day
She confrrsed
slwwas asked to buy some boxes for
a benefit.
"I'll be glad to take them If you
trust me," she said. "I have not
enough with me."
"A check is as good as money," it
was suggested.
Miss Talmadge shook )ur head with
"I never had a check book
iin smile.
nil my life," she said, "and I've
never hail a bank account. Put wait
a minute"
She went to the. phone nnd asked
write out one for her and
mother
II trunsnlrcd that mother had retained
days, too,
the habit of the
nothing.
fchut of refusing daughter
account
bank
Which is more than
will do. They refiW checks lots of

T TITF IDEAL.
Miss Ann M unlock, a clever star of
the late Charles Fiohman's dove cote,
whose success under the management of the great discoverer were of
a sensational sort, lias necn given a
part that suits her well In "The inch
est Oirl," new Mutual production, that
displays Miss Murdoch as the pretty
whimsical
daughter of a fabulously
wealthy chocolate manufacturer, bent
on picking out a husband for herself.
Miss M unlock Is cast as ,i:n.iamiie
Downey nnd the man upon whom she
centers her girlish affections is Paul
Noimand, a poor clerk in the revenue
office, who is already engaged to marry the revenue commissioner's daughter and is desperately embarrassed
when Miss P.enjiunine's motor stalls
at the door of his Jersey cottage lato
at night and he Is compelled to give times.
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ADOPTS NEW VERSE TO
BE SUNG TO AMERICA

c,

Have You Bought a Navajo Blanket Yet at
the Great Sale?

BUTTONTRUSTIS

WELL, LISTE-N-

PRICES

.

d
tfV MOftNINa JOURNAL IWIAL LCACSO Wlf
Des Moines, la., June 28. Twenty-si- x
concerns, alleged to virtually control prices and output Of the pearl
button .industry In this country, consented to a decree In federal court
here today permanently enjoining any
of them or their officers from attempting to fix prices or control the
output of the raw material tor buttonsGeorge Tlirrill, Incorporated, , and
the Button Export and Tradimr Corporation, both of New York City and
Muscatine.
Iowa, and twenty-fou- r
concerns listed as subsidiary
were
named in the decree.
It was alleged by the Kovernment
o
that the concerns named were a
In restraint of trade, und flirtf
they were able to fix prices and reg1

in' Today Sure!

BLANKET STORE

105 West Central, Near First Street.

com-Mn-

t

dissolution.

FRENCH-YANKE-

I

LKASKD

WINK)

TEUTON MACHINES

nrr morninc joiiunal bpbcial ciaicd wieii
London, Juno 28. Twenty Herman
airplanes, were destroyed by liritish
aviators In air fighting over the western front. Thursday, according to the'
Uritlsh official communication dealing with aviation iHsued tonight. In
addition nine enemy aircraft were
out of control. The
forced to
eral Koch, tieneral Pershing and other British lostearth
fourteen machines.
notable

Women Found Wanting Now?
Means Coal Want in Winter

"Wilful unpreparedness," Is what
Mrs. Anbury F. Lever, wife of
Lever of .South Carolina,
author of the United States Fuel
Adlmnlstratloc.
measure, believes
the American housewife will be
guilty of If she does not heed the
request of the United States Fuel
Administration and order her winter
supply of coal early.
"A busy housewife may not always have time to reason this early
coal buying plan out to her satisfaction," said Mrs. Levef, "but everyone who remembers the fuel complications of last winter .should be
willing to help avert the suffering
entailed by another such winter.
"I have already fired with my
local coal dealer an order for
of the amount of coal required to heat my Washington residence through the winter," continued Mrs. Lover.
"If women are found wanting
now then I fear that coal may bs

t
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aricix.
, Mount
Clemens, Mich., June 2S.
Lieut, liaymoinl Tenipleton of Pendleton, Ore., and Private I'M ward Sawyer of Hartford, Conn., of the 8 3flth
aero squadron, 1'.
A., were killed
here this afternoon when their maIBV MOftNINa JOUftNAl tPCCIAL LBAtlO Wlftl!
chines went Into the tuilspin
and
28. American
WashliiRton, June
crashed about. KiO feet to the ground.
The machine caught fire and hot officers and soldiers cited Tor heroism
and gallantry In action during the rebodies were badly burned.
cent CantiKiie operations, by the com
Ponsacola, Flft.. June 28. John O. mandtng general of the French army,
Zeller. a machinist, stationed at the a hose names were mentioned in dislocal aviation field, was drowned to- patches June 24 and 25 by the AssoPress correspondent with th
day when the airplane he was flying ciated
American army In France, are from
tell .into Pensac.ola bay.
almost every section of the country.
The first list of addresses was Issued todiy. giving the names of ths
officers and men thus were positively
identified.
Among the names ars
Lieut. Vawlcy V. Howies, West
hth
p.vnuo, Denver.
Lee S. Dillon, 2331 Twelfth street,
Boulder, Colo.
Freml, Jr., San Antonio,
Wesley
Texas.
Private Clifford Cagle, Horton,
Texas.
IBV MOftNINa JOURNAL APtCIAL LCAltO WlftB)
Lieut. W. V. Waltz. Beler, N. M.
Denver, Colo., J.nne 28. Private
Kenneth K. Burns, Rodeo,
Sergeant
John C. Kennedy of the Fifth train- N. M.
ing company nt Fort Logan; Is being
Private Louis n. Dial, Stamfoj;4,
held in the county jail hero at the Texas.
direction of Koy O. Samson, district
superintendent of the United Statesa
department nf Justice. Kennedy is
registered enemy alien from Greeley,
Colo.
No formal chaises have yet
been filed but information rCKardinK
his case has neon put by Mr. Samson
In the hands of the commnndlns of10,000 Testimonials from Mothers
ficer at Fort LoRan, under whose Jur( rluliirvn who have iuccvMfuUy UKd Mother
It Is Gry' 8wwt Powderi for Children. They mova
isdiction Kennedy will come.
nnd retfiilaU) the bowels,
Ferertihneie,
aliened by Mr. Samson that the solTeeltuiiK dihordem, cmiUptlon, heiuUcbu,
dier's real name is SchuttRen and
worme and frequently break up colde. C'hiU
that tho man had expressed himself
iltcii like them. KormiyeartMothorOray'iHweet
as thoroughly In sympathy with the
I'owilura for Children have been the eate and
reliable remedy in time of need. Mother! hould
German cause and there was fear that
never tie without a Dot In the home for Inane,
ho mlKht cross with tho American
At dmcgieu ererywUere, Wc
dtale uac.
troops.
!
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What U. S. Is Doing

Twenty-eig-

at Home to Combat
German Influence

Try the Want Ad Way
rlie
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No housewife knows the full meaning
of ideal cooking until she has used

An Electric Range
Perfect cooking requires a heat that is
under perfect control.
It must also be an even, odorless, smokeless, absolutely clean heat.

Electric Cooking Fulfills
This Purpose to Perfection
The natural savor, flavor and aroma of food is
preserved to a deliciousness; there's less shrinkage and loss from cooking away.
In the entire absence of dirt, soot, smoke and
fumes, the food cannot become contaminated or
falsely flavored.
Under perfect control, to the fraction of a degree, favorite recipes can be followed, time after
time, with absolutely dependable results.
A cool kitchen, quick results, clean utensils and
scores of other advantages must be learned irpm
the actual happy experience of Cooking Electrically.
This Fine Art can he economically applied t6 any nixed
full.
family from a single person to a dioing-roo-

'
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m

That Includes your family. Let us give you the full fact
-

at

your convenience.

-

A

Albuquerque Gas,
& Electric Company

two-thir-

fonud-wantin-

ACCIDENTS

DESTROY TWEMTY

With the American Army In France,
June 2$ (by the Associated Press).
t Reems probable, according to word
received at enrrespondents' headquarters that both July A, American Independence day, and July 14, the
French national holiday, will be celebrated jointly by Americans and
and' French in Paris this year. It is
planned, in connection with tho pro
posed celebration tnat ino American
units which have so gallantly and effectively aided in stemming the Herman onrush toward Paris will bo decorated in the presence of President
Poincare, Premier Clemenceau,' Gen-

iter,"

AIRPLANE

BulTlIU

CELEBRATION
laY MOININU JOURNAL BRtCIAL

601 North Second.

Phone 235.
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FIXING

ulate the output as they owned or
emit lolled almost the entire output
of cutting machines for shell buttons.
The decree resulted from a civil
suit brought hy the government, after
the defendants had consented to the

D'T'cquevilley had been working
wilh the engineer who gave his name
t the "tiouhet." In 1901 the Krupps
launched a small submarine of the
Couhet type.
The French then perfected their
their
submarine, and the plans for were
first model, the "Aigrette,"
to
sold
Germany.
promptly stolen and
The spy received a. fee of $2,000 and
oron
5
future
commission
cent
a per
ders. Tho French press now openly
chnrire that D'F.cnuevilley was tins
spy.
In 190!i the Germans managed to
launch their first successful submarine, built after the plans of the "Aigrette." For ten years following,
D'Kcquevilh y was w rklng at Kiel and
Flume, helping build tho German and
Austrian undersells navy.
Thus it is charged that the Huns'
chief weapon against the allies was
stolen from France and constructed
with the help of a spy who had obtained important secret dajta from
French naval engineers.
Spy Iteturns to T'raiuv
Nevertheless, when the war broke
seout, this spy returned to France,
cured a certificate of French citizenwas
ship, and loined the army. He
even sent by the French ministry of
war on a secret mission to F.ngland in
by
February, 1915. hut was trapped
exBritish secret service agents and
pelled from the c untry.
beYet on his return to France ho
came nil artillery officer, had ncces
to the centers of French munitions
!nM917 was
m,f!1I.inrr and early
shlnvimt at Bor-- I
of cedeaux "for the construction
ment vessels." His yard was in he
center of military and naval factories,
and he had unparalleled opportunities
..
for spying.
the
His accusers now assert that all obhe
In
rmation
naval
valuable
tained Was put nt the disposal of the,
"""n'was not until late this spring that
IVFcquevilley'R citizenship was finally
,
taken from him.
The public is now nsking whether
the hidden protectors of the spy will
be hunted down and punished also.

Failure to Order Coal Supply
Is Called Wilful Unprepare-nes- s
by Mrs. Asbury F.

ENJOINED FROM

We don't warit to handle Navajos any more. Wool is so

11

PLAN JOINT

Albuquerque Mercantile Co.

during the war as un artillery officer
In the Freuclf army.
These revelations have astounded!
Paris.
The spy is known as the Marquis

PERFECTION PICTURES "SALT Ol' TUU E.UU'U"
AT TH10

the Market Today.

Fresh Today

and has been nerving

fleets,

The U. S. Civil Service Commission
announces open competitive examinations as follows:
List No. 1. Examinations In which
competitors are not assembled, but
are rated upon the subjects at educaand
experience,
tion, training, and
corrobative evidence. Applications for
at
received
are
these examinations
any time:
feTelephone operator (male and
male) $l00 to 792.
Associate Chemist
(male and female) $1 800 to 2,!)0n.
Junior chemist Quale and female)
$1,020 to 1,800Wireless telegraph operator (male)
$7S0 to 1,140laboratorian
Mechanical
(male)
$1,000 to 1,400.
laboratorian
Kleetrieal
(male)
$1,000 to 1.400.
List No. 2, Examinations in which
competitors ure not assembled, but
for which applications must lie filed
by the dales rpeeifled:
Julv 2S: Forest pathologist (male)
Jl.SflO to 2,040.
Julv SO: Assistant In transportation
to 2,400.
(male) $1,800
List No. 3. Examinations In which
for
bo assembled
will
competitors
scholastic tests:

can't get enough blankets to make a real business
high
out of it ; and now the Government has taken all the wool
and there wont be any more blankets at all; so we are
selling out our entire stock at prices that nobody ever
i e
h i
,
peiore saw equairea.
All sizes, all'shapes, all patterns, all beautiful weaves
going so low that if you once see them you will realize
'
you cannot afford NOT to buy them

Creme Oil Is One of the Best Toilet Soaps

DEMOCRACY

Paris, June 2N. An Austrian spy
sold to tiermuny the French plans of
tho first successful submarine.
He later helped build the kaiser's

Townspeople and
Tourists

v v

iimi

n;

Mothers and Daughters

ABDin

iiiw

Over Autocracy Is
Battle Cry of War Delega-TioPolitician Leaders Are
Rapped by Wilson,

BE ALERT

Come

i

BARGAIN IN SOAP

Triumph

The state council of defense has
adopted a new verse which will be
sung in Albuquerque soon as a Inst
Mrs. Alfred
stanza to "America,"
Gi'unsfeld, chairman of the woman's
division of the council announced yesWomen's Team Active.
terday. The verse recently appeared
Many of those who solicited In the in a lienver newspaper. Here it is:
"Cod save our splendid men,
campaign yesterday and Thursday
.will-no- t
Tiring them safe home again.
be able to work today. HowGod save our men.
ever, the women's committee and sevKeep them victorious, patient and
eral other teams will attempt to comchivalrous.
plete the canvass. No small credit is
are so clear to us
due to the woman's committee, under They
save our men."
God
T.
J.
of
Mrs.
McLaughlin.
leadership
Mrs. McLaughlin and her workers
were tireless in their efforts and the OFFICER IS HERE ON
speak on the advantages of the navir
commKtee in charge estimated that
lie has been speaking In theaters of
RECRUITING TRIP; MAY
50 per cent of the sales were made by
others towns.
them.
Hass savs there are at present spe
AT
SPEAK
THEATERS
Special credit also is due Guy Rogcial offers open for hospital apprenW.
W.
drive:
ers, chairman of the
tices, yeomen and aviation machinists
Electrician (first class) S. C. ITass and electricians, also tent, owning and
Kohn, vice chairman, and N. M.
of
the
El
who
scmad.
Paso
motor
of
station,
the
recruiting
men for upholstering work.
chairman
is making a tour of New Mexico, AriThese men gave their entire time to zona
arthe panhandle of Texas,
the work and largely through their rived and
No
Albuquerque yesterday.
efforts has Albuquerque made such sooner In hud
he arrived than Chief
a good.showing.
Boatswain's Mate Norman E. Hart-maSome misunderstanding of the value
In charge of the navy recruiting
of the stamps was encountered by station here,
began to negotiate with
the .workers yesterday. This Is expe- managers of moving
houses In
rience of one solicitor who ap- an effort to have picture
electrician
We desire to call the nw registhe
trants' attention to the fact that their
questionnaires must hp filed promptly
and as required hy law. They only
have seven days fro mthe date on tho
front n.ige of the ouoslionnaire within
which to file, same, and the board will
adhere utrictly to the regulations. Tho
remaining 25 per cent of the questionnaires was mailed out yesterday and
so those receiving questionnaires will
please note the date stamped on the
first page of the questionnaire and
endeavor to get same to the board
within the time allowed by law. Also
if a new registrant fails to get a
questionnaire he Is required to file
one within seven days from the date
his questionnaire was mailed to him.
He mav, secure one, at the board office, Yi Stern Building.
LOCAL BOARD.
Cud-aba-

inn

OF

,

pure-ham-

.Max
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QUI

FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS
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Phone 98.
V. 8 JToel AdmlniirtTStion,

MRS. ASBVItr F. liiiVKR,

"At
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TANKS WALLOP

THEY DO COME BACK

111

GREGG AND

HAMILTON AND LOWDER

CONGRESSTOEND

MILK ADS FOR TINKER

:

SESSIONS TODAY:

FROM ATHLETICS

OFFICERS

Here Is One Thing That
Is Absolutely Impossible

Rheumatism Has Never Been
Cured by Liniments Or Lotions,
j
Wll
NAMEO
ana INever
De.
Will n
,

You never knew of Rheumatism
that most painful source of suffering
being cured bv liniments,

'Meilin

Kopp, Outfielder, Who
Was Summoned by a Draft
Board at Toledo, Wires He
Is En route to Join Team,

lotions or

external applications.
And you
of Organization other
Completion
will never see anything
but temForms Chief Order of Bus- porary relief afforded bv such makeshifts.
Governor
But why be satisfied with tempoLindsey
iness;
rary relief from the pangs of pain
in
Afternoon,
which
are sure to return with increas
Speaks

i

j

rected from any treatment that does
not reach the blood, the sent of the
trouble, and rid the system of the
cause of the disease ? s. S. S. is ona
blood remedy that has for more that
fifty years been giving relief to even
the most aggravated and stubborn
cases of Rheumatism.
It cleanses and
purifies the1 blood ty routing out all
of
disease.
The
tracs
experience of
others who have taken S. K. S. will
convince you that it will promptly
reach your case. You can obtain tins
valuable remedy at any drug store.
A valuable
book on Rheumatism'
and its treatment, together with exabout your own
advice
medical
pert
individual case, will be sent absolutely
y
to Medical
free. Write
Co., 431
Specific
partment, Swift
Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, C,a.

when there is permanent
relief within your reach? Science has
Completion of the organization, In- proven that Rheumatism is u rtlsor- Philadelphia, June 28. New York
condition of the blood. How
cluding the election of officers, was
bunched nine of its eleven hits off
the chief order of business at the then, can satisfactory results be ex-- 1
detwo
Hregg in
innings and easily
mothers and daughters congress yesfeated Philadelphia. Merlin Kopp,
I.
terday. Those elected were:
Mrs. W. W. Speetram, first vice The books and magazines were do
the outfielder recently
summoned
nated by publishing houses especially
home by his draft hoard, wired today
Mrs. Harry Wilson
Mrs. c. Cameron Meaoham of Ber- - for t,le oorasionthat he is on his way from Toledo to
of Santa Fe, who has charge of the
naliilo, second vice president
Mrs. Anna W. Strumnulst of
rejoin the local clnh. Score:
library room, decorated the walls in
an attractive manner and has stood
corresponding secretary.
Xw York.
Mrs.
L.
Wilson of Santa Fe, ready each day to assist anyone in
Harry
AH. K. II. PO
recording secretary.
finding interesting materiul to read.
Miller, rf . .
Mrs. J. I. Burr of Denilnsr, treasThe program, last night consisted of
peukinpa unit.
urer.
a speech by Mrs. Georgia B. Burling-- i
.
Maker, 3t
Mrs. Isaac
Barth, president, 'win ham, wifo of the American consul to'
Prut-..
2b
Vice
riecteo Wednesday.
Mexico, and music by the military
at large to represent various presidents
Pipp, Ih ...
patriotic band. The program for today, the last:
Hgdie, ,f ...
organizations or th Kiita ..rn ia day of lha congress,
follows:
'elected. They are: Mrs. V. (' lle- Alarsans, cf
7 a. 111.
Breakfast, Klks' club.
.
Rrcmmond of Roswell, Women of
Hannah,
8:30 to 10 a. m. Demonstrations',;
.
Americun Army:
Finneran.
Mrs. Merrett C.
'
Mechem of Socorro, Red Cross so- pinto beans, Mr. W. T. Conway, gen-- j
Eovl
Hamilton..
eral
'
o
4
supervisor food administration
:ir, 10 11 27 14
ciety; Mrs. C. K. Mason of Roswell,
Totals
State Federation of Women's Clubs; kitchen; Mrs. Elizabeth Koger, exten-- !
Philadelphia.
Mrs. Walter Danburg of Santa Fe, sion service kitchen; Mrs. Laura D.
ah. it. ir. ro, A. K.
woman's committee of the couicil of Ross, state council of 'defense and
U
0
4
it
Jamleson, rf
national defense;. Mrs. d. K. Nutter of woman's conimitlee kitchen; Miss Lii-- !
r,
n
(i
Uardner, 3b
Clovis, woman's chairman for the lian Randall. Mrs. Isaac Barlli, pre-- j
ft
7
it
ii
Walker, cf
Christian
Temperance union, and Miss siding.
2
:i
)
12
Burns, lb
Kccles of Silvr City, stale educational
10 to 10:30 a. m.
Play.
4
0
Acosta, If
association.
The completion of the
10:30 to 11:30 a. in. Pig club dem-- j
4
MoAvoy,
in the counties was left onstration. J. L.
organization
4
Phillips.
2
Shannon, s
to the representatives of the various
o
:i
u
presiding.
t
Pugan, 2b
who will elect their own lips,
counties,
to
12:30
11:30
Presentation
p. 111.
:t
S
2
Oregg, p
chairmen.
ii
ii
u
diplomas.
I
Perkins, a
Following the election of officers of 12:30
Klks' club,
p. 111. Dinner,
ut the afternoon session, n program
.1. H.
2
x 27 15
35
of music anil addresses vrtis opened with farewell addresMes by Ma.
Totals
Toulouse, Mr. Charles Orchard Smiih.
z Batted for Gregg in ninth.
by selections by the Camp Cokly MiliVocal solos were then Miss Tura A. Hawk, Mrs. George W.
050 000 00510
tary band.
New York
2
Mrs.
Odd
K. U Bradford and R. Pricharil, after which delegate sare
011
000
given
by
Philadelphia
!. Larkin, the latter from Las Vegns
dismissed.
e
hits
Pratt,
Hummary:
Enthusiastic applause compelled both
Paker, Walker, Gregg. Home runs
to
to
encores.
singers
respond
e
Hannah, Pratt. Stolen bases Burns,
J. H. Coons, representing the
Acosta. Sacrifice hits Marsans, Finmen of Albuquerque, gave an
OF
neran, Pipp, Miller, Peckinpaugh.
address in behalf of the War Savings
Double
of
Pratt, Pipp,
and
the
functions
play Baker,
Stamp
campaign
HY
I
PA
I, PI i:.M.X.
notorious failure as a major league tive pitcher Jones has this
Bases on balls Off Finneran 4, off
year, was women In the conservation of food
Two big league pitchers, one in the manager, ho is going like a house als.i
A Wonderful Opportunity
German
He said the
Gregg 2. Hit by pitcher By Gregg
to Columbus after and money.
shunted
back
one in the American afire in the association and his
women were economical because they
To Let Uncle Sam Win
(Finneran). Struck out By Finner- national andseason
St. Louis had tried him out thoroughlLEGAL
stand out as strikhad to be. He hoped the women of
an B, by Gregg 1. Wild pitch Gregg. league, this
and
with
is reflectfound
castoff
The
he
located
that
y
War And At The Same
usually
pitchers
of
old
refutations
so
America
be
economical
would
the
trite and
ing
the plate somewhere in the vicinity would never reach the status ofthey
afTime Get Rid Of Odds
sport axiom, "they can't conic back." ed in the work of these two boxmen of
St. Ijouia
Chicago
of
the
second
the grandstand. fairs that the German women are ex(ior
They are Karl Hamilton of the P- tills year.
And Ends Of Old
Chicago, June 28 Jimmy Burke,
It was admitted that the elongated periencing.
Hamilton won his first six games
who succeeded Fielder Jones as man- irates and drover I.owdeimilk of the
HOLIDAY
hud
hurler
Silver
of
but he was
And Gold Which
stuff,
St. I.oui.s twice,
fJovernor
this
plenty
Scaks.
year,
Tiiowns.
beating
his
made
St.
the
Ioui
of
club,
ager
wildest man the American league
The main address of the afternoon
You
Can
debut by dividing a double-headCuriously enough, both show the Cincinnati twice, Chicago once anda the
Exchange For
had ever seen. His base on balls rec- was' made by Gov. W. E. Lindsey, folwith Chicago.
itisberg was hit by a handiwork of Joe Tinker, manager of the redoubtable Gitnasonce. Quite
a
Founwas
wild
hit
ord
selections
several
his
the
and
by
sin,
for
for
pitch
lowing
and
record
and
second
the Columbus club, who look th'uu nifty
any pitcher
game
pitched ball in the
In opening his address
batsmen marks were crimes.
tain sisters.
threw his bat In the direction of the when they Were cast off by the Hamilton striking, for:
lav MORNtNQ JOURNAL BPCCIAL LCABCD WIRC1
Tinker worked the wildness out of Governor Lindsey spoke In behalf of
Last year Karl Hamilton lost nine
home players' bench. The throw was Browns last year, corrected
their
Paris. June 2S. Cheers and shouts
woman
miff
d
rage and education, sayhigh and the hat narrowly missed faults and seni them back to the ma- straight games for the Browns with Lowdermilk and there are few
he favored a stricter literacy test of enthusiasm greeted the announce-men- t
pitchers in the league this ing
hitting two army officers. Itisberg jors where they are brilliant adver- an earned run average of 3.14 before
made in the chamber of deputies.!
aliens.
He paid n high tribute to
for
Score:
appologized.
tisements of what Joe can do Willi Fielder Jones told him to pack his year.
this
that the Fourth of July!
Y s
St. 1onK
now and then they do come the Girl Scouts, saying he was glad wouldafternoon
suit case and beat it.
be regarded as a legal French
pitchers.
them
to
and
be
expressed
greeted
by
AB. R. II. PO. A.
back.
effec
most
All party lines were oblit- Lowdermilk, about the
In spite of the fact that Joe was a
1
his appreciation for the work they holiday.
1
4
2
Tobin, cf
erated and the plaudits were unaniscorned
The
are
'I
1
4
governor
4
2
doing.
3b
Malsel,
from all parts of the amphi1
2
4
2
0
profiteers in general, saying any who mous
Demmru, rf
were taking advantage of the coun theater. It was one of the most im-- I
4
8
0
2
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
Oedeon. 2b
1
1 13
2
5
try at the present time for their own pressive demonstrations that luis
Johns, lb
YORK"
Mrs. 'C. A. Wright of the
1
benefits were the most disloyal, and seen in the French chamber of dep- -'
4
0
8
0
Austin,' ss
uties since the beginning of the war.
to be shot.
Ali
NATION
1
4
I.KAfil'E.
0
0
3
.
.
.
Post 4th
ought
o
Wright
Nunamaker,
as
I..
1
Forewarned that the motion would and Gold Trading
Pet.
1
1
The governor expressed himself
0
4
Sothorn, p
has
been
Pro-in
17
placed in
41
.707
in
order
i
of
the
first
the
favor
of,
Chicago
occupy
place
supplementing
heing
New York
19
Crowder's "work or the day the deputies had guthered In
.678
40
of this by the War
Marshal
3
3 10 33 22
38
charge
Totals
WAY
OE
WAY
Bos-to20
32
.475
larger numbers than at any time Savings Committee and will
fight" order with state laws forcing
Chicago.
27
32
with
.158
Philadelphia
AB. It. H. PO. A. R.
gamblers and all sorts of idlers to since the beginning of hostilities
return to you the full value
31
20
a
.I5i!
1
the possible assemblage on June 4,
4
1
fl
work. He made
4
0
plea for
Pittsburgh
I,elbold, If
his
no
24
33
was
made
Cleinenceau
.42
when
this
1
1
4
Premier
0
0
and unity, saying
Brooklyn
of
the articles in stamps.
Hendryx, If
34
.414
24
Cincinnati
1
time for- politics here or in Washing- famous speech regarding the German
0
0
0
0
0
C
Murphy, rf
35
.3 SI!
22
St. Louis
ft
ton. The governor entered attended offensive on the Chemin Des Dames.
3
2
0
0
2
Weaver, 3 b
1
10. Collins, 2b
3
0
Premier Clemenceau was present
4
0
by Col. Alfred Grunsfeld and Judge
Maurice
I. C. liothgerlier of Denver. .Aldo Leo1
AMF.IUCAN 1 KAGIK
0
4
0
when the session opened.
11
2
Gandll, lb
meetW.
L.
Pet.
of
us
I
the
ft
chairman
acted
3
0
0
0
Dumour,
pold
secretary of appropriations
Felach, cf
14V MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LCABCD WICK!
3li
25
.5 an
New York . .
.1. Collins, rf If .. 6
of the chamber of deputies, presented
5
0
0
BRAND.
2
0
A
r.
Denver, Colo., June 2S. Alfred ing.The program of the child welfare the resolution, asking that the Fronch
7
2
38
Ladle! Attk your Urugt
1
0
0
4
2
0
With Stick Cleveland .
Risberg, ss
Zimmerman
Chlfbes-terltamond
Strong
a
alien
enemy
Schnuttgen,
Ameri29
registered
37
r,
.r.ci
Boston
division was a feature of the morning peoplo unite in celebrating the
0
0
7
I'lllt in Hfd tut! Ueltl nietallicYV
Schalk, c
31
3fi
.537 of dreeley, Colo., wanted to return to program.
loes, sealed with Blue at Ribbon. V
0
0
5
0
Thirty babies, carrying can holiday, and said:
Cieotte, p
For Giants; Williams Drives Washington .
3.0
Take no other. Hut f nn
and under the name of banners, marched
31
.4 S3
20
. ;
1
Is the duty of France to tell her
and down the
1
in-0
0
0
0
"It
zJacobs
Chicago
up
JtruggUt. Askp.rt
enlisted in the
3
li RAND flLLM. (or &
.4i'.fl John C. Kennedy
30
The chief address in behalf American friends: 'You celebrate your
Out Long Hit for Home Run SI. Louis
armory.
Best. Safest, AUtys Rcliabl
as
the
t'niled
Slates
yearsknownts
army
quickest
4th.
.424
34
1
1
Detroit
40
of the child welfare division was made Independence day on July the
33 17 0
Totals
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
and best plan for making the trip, ac4 0
34
we shall likewise cele.21
The solo Henceforth,
t,
for Phillies,
Philadelphia
Batted for Clcotte in eleventh.
by Mrs. Max Nordliaus.
cording lo Roy tl. Samson, district given by Miss Hortense Swltzer was brate that date as a token of our fraScore by Innings:
of
"
of
the
department
St. Iittls
000 010 000 023
loudly encored. The following recipes ternal and indossoluble friendship.'
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY superintendent
Justice, and B. O. Smith, special agent, were
Amid great cheering, the chamber
100 000 000 001
among those demonstrated at
Chicago
(MY MONNO JOURNAL (PCClAb LtAStD Wl
who
at
Fort
arrested
Logan
Kennedy
the kitchens In the morning.
decided to refrain from holding a ses
Summary: Sacrifice hits Oedeon,
New York, June 28. New York
today.
IHiintics.
,
Hot
sion July 4.
JXig
Paints, Otis, Class, Stalthold Boofta
NATIONAL I.KAGrF..
Austin, Cieotte. Sacrifice
fly
The federal officials charge that
1
8
Double plays Leibold to Gan- defeated Philadelphia in the opening
Henry Franklin-Bouillocup barley flour, 8 cup rice
at
New York.
Deputy
and Building Paper.
Philadelphia
d
Schnuttgen first altered his name to flour, 2 teaspoonful salt, 1
dll to Schalk; Hendryx to Nunamaker game of a five game series. Williams'
parlia
cup chairman of the
Chicago at Cincinnati.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
LUMBER
but finally determined on of milk or milk and water, 3
said:
to Maisel. Base on balls Off Sothorn hume run in the firs: tailing was the
"Snedgen,"
conferences;
at
Louis.
St.
mentary
Pittsburgh
"Kennedy'' for enlistment purposes.
4, Clcotte 2. Hit by pitcher
1
"A year ago the first American
Bv Sothpound
Brooklyn at Boston.
baking
only earned run scored on Deniaree
powder,
COMPANY
made
They accused him - of having
orn (Risberg). Struck out By' Soth- in the lust forty-twsoldier diseembarked on our shores.
1
teasponfuls fat.
innings. Zimmer'
orn 1, Cieotte 3.
many pro- - lerman statements whiTe sausages,
Now there are approximately a million
AMERICAN LEAOrE.
mustard.
with
each
Brush
sausage
New
man
In
six
drove
the
of
three
a
resident of C.reeley and of having
Second game:
in France and another million ready
St. Louis at Chicago.
acored a fourth. Score:
often expressed a. desire to return to Work In fat and genty mix with liq- to cross the ocean and President THE WM. FARft COMPANY
Score:
n. jr. y. York runs andPhiladelphiaTtetiolt at Cleveland.
uid to muke smooth dough. Roll about
St. Louis
001 001 0002 4 4
Cierinany.
said that the American
New York at Philadelphia.
inch thick. Cut In small squares. Wilson has not
Alt. It. II. PO. A. K.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
In
8
The officials said today they be000 002 22x
be limited to five mil8
0
Chicago
effort will
Boston at Washington.
1
0
0
ss
FRKS1I
AND SALT MKATS
not Lay one sausage in each square. Roll lion fighting men."
BaTTerles: Cctield
man
the
lieved
enlistins
and Severeid: Bancroft,
hoped
by
cf
Bake
llliatns,
fasten
and
by pinching together.
Pen?, and Schallt.
Sausage a Specialty
This mention of President Wilson's
only to get to France and then desert in a
Stock, lib
quick oven.
For Cattle and Hogs the Killing
name caused a storm of applause.
5. Innings pitched
1
1
12
Wild to the derman lines, but also ofto take
Hogg
Luderus, lb
Bread.
l.ilH'rty
Information
with
his
Market
great
Price Are Paid
"This is the first time that the
military
Washington 3; Boston 1.
0
pitch Jacob.
Cravat h, If
1
2
1 cup of corn meal,
cup French chamber jnf deputies has been
value gained from different military
Washington, June 28 Ruth's home Meusel, If
5 tea- or
oatmeal
receive
flour,
which
wo"'5
at
buley
he
run over the right field
ground
in
camps
on
its
unanimous
uny
St. louis 8; Pittsburgh 1.
question
wall, his Pearce, 2b
tenth of the season, was the only hit K.
spoonfuls baking powder, 1 egg, 1
whole history," said a socialist depuSt. 1Oiils, June 2S. Harmon was training both here and ubroad.
Burns, c
1
2
held in Jail here
was
fat, ty to the Associated Press. He Is
Schnuttgen
salt,
teaspoonfuls
Harper allowed and Washington won
Inin
hit
hard
and
second
the
first
1
the opening game of the series. ' It Hogg, p
pending further Investigation.
cup milk.
known ns one of the most bitter opnings and SI. Louis beat Pittsburgh. tonight
It is said he probably will be turned
was Harper's sixth consecutive vic- xKltzgerald,
Cleaners-Halte- rs
Sift together the dry ingredients. ponents of the Clemenceau ministry,
Rain delayed the game thirty minutes. over
Jacobs, p
at Cut in shortening.
to the military authorities
Add
egg.
milk
and
tory.
but he added:
0
.
xxAdarmi,
Score:
enlistFalse
for trial.
Fort
Kcore:
n. II. R.
"When America Is mentioned party
Bake in moderate oven.
AB. rt. H. PO. A. E. ment, Logan
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1
Boston
1
000 000 100
Phone 44.
least, will be charged Kmc Hour and Ground Out Muffins. lines disappear and there remains 220 West Gold.
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8 24 13
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0
2
0
0
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This
3
2
000
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100
6
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Washington
x Butted for Hogg In seventh,
1
cup milk, 1 tahlespoonful fat, I- only France."
4
If
I 3 0 0 against
to
Bigbee,
be
changed
said,
however,
Batteries: Bader and Agnew; Harmight
teaxx
Batted for Jacobs in ninth.
TaUespoonfuls syiup, 2 eggs, 4
0 violation of the
3
0
0
Carey, cf
espionage act.
per and Picinlch.
New York.
4
2
spoonfuls baking pdwder, 1 teaspoon- SLOW PROGRESS MADE
5
4
0
0
AB. R. II. PO. A. E. Cutshaw, 2b
1
1
rice
ful
flour,
ground
salt,
cup
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3
9
1
0
0
Mollwitz, lb
1
MANUFACTURERS OF
O. Burns, cf .
do vela nd 3; Detroit t.
oats. Combine ingredients as for any
j;
IN RESCUING MINERS
llinchman, rf . . . 3 0 I 0 0 0
Cleveland. June 28. Cleveland de Young, rf . . .
1
0
0
0
0
McKechnie, 3b
SOUTHWEST TO MEET muffin.Oat and Corn flour Bread.
feated Detroit in the opening game of Fletcher, ss
3
0
1
3
0
0
C.etz, 3b
a series of five games by bunching Wilhoit, If . .
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1 cuo liquid, 4 tahlespoonful
fat,
4
2
0
0
2
0
hits with Detroit's only error and Zimmerman,
Schmidt, c
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4 tablespoonfuls syrup, 2 eggs, 6 tea- Virginia, Minn., June 28. Slow
0
2
0
0
0
0
Kallio'a lone base on balls. Brilliant Holke, lb
Shaw, C;
meetA
28.
Kansas City. Mo., June
is being made on the huge
0
0
spoonfuls baking powder, 1 teaspoon- progress
0
0
2
0
Harmon, p
fielding behind Coiimbe saved him on Kariden, c . .
of gravel and rock in the Silver
of manufacturers of the southful salt, 1
1
cups corn flour, 1 cup pile
3
0
0 ing
0
several occasions.
Sicking. 2b . .
Sanders, p
benear
is
mino
of
here, which covers the
whose
west,
equipment
part
around oats.
.
flcore:
R. H. E. xxxMcOarty,
TLeach, x
bodies of about fourteen victims of
'., 1 0 0 0 0 0 ing devoted
to war work and also
1
.
Mix dry ingredients. Cut In fat and the
000 000 0101 7 1 Rodriguez, 2h
Detroit
explosion of yesterday morning.
those who have facilities which can combine with beaten egg ami uquui
3
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3
0 Demares, p .
010 100 lOx
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1
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be turned over toi war orders, will be with mixture. Bake in moderate oven. Only four have been recovered.
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was denied today hy officials of the
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week at the unprecedented price of
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3 balls
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28. The
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wet ground.
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Meet Lieutenant Edith
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Chairman

From Destroyed Troop- -j
Saved
Fishing!
by
ship
Schooner After Being Adrift
8 Days on Scanty Fare.
NORNINS JOURNAL

IRIClAL

LKASCO

-

The landing
of twenty-fou- r
survivors from tho
steamship Dwinsk at Sheftiutne, N. S.,
todnv definitely accounts for all but
two boat loads of the crew. Three
boats in all left the vessel when Rhe
was torpedoed. Two were picked up
by a steamer which brought their occupants here: another boatload was
rescued and trflien to Hampton Roads,
Va.. and a fourth to Hermuda by a

sal'ln?

Vessel.

The Dwinsli was a troop ship
to the United States. She had
no soldiers aboard.

2,000 SOLDIERS
CONDEMNED

of Shipping Board!
American
Business

ta Develop Trade

ARE
TO DEATH

in!

Foreign Countries,

sUiSMMmii

I

LieutT

Lieutenant Kdith Smith is the first
com
woman to be given a bonn-tid- e
mission in the United States army.
She is now at Fort Mcl'herson as a
surgeon. She is a graduate of the
medical department of the Ohio l.ni
versity.

AiE

10

AUSTRIA TO

KEEP HER

LKASCO

W1RC1

;ppro-priatio-

EDITH SMITH

KAISER PLANS

RPCCIAL

II

Our patrons are well aware of the fact that prices on practically
everything they eat, wear or use have. advanced during the past two
years. Some advances have been small; others very large. It is also no
doubt true that while manv advances were necessary, others were

Chicago, June 28. An intimate pic
lure of President NVilson's familiarity
with the Industrial phases of America's war preparations was given today
by lid ward X. Hurlty, chairmart of
the shipping: board, in an address before a meeting here of the Illinois
Manufacturers' association.
"We are applying manufacturing
principles to the shipbuilding business." .Mr. Hurley said. "Inclileirally,
it nuiy interest you to know that the
methods adopted have been followed
with close interest by President Wilall his
son. The president handles
work so systematically that he finds
lime to (give a part of his own time to
the more intimate problems of the
various departments.
;The president knows more about
costs than any of you would believe
to l'.e possible. You know that congress allof.ed the president an
of J 100,0110,000 for emergenkept
cy war purposes. He personally
his own accounts and you may ba conwas
dollar
carefully
fident that every
expended under his own direction.
"The president has been steadfast
in his determination there shall be no
profiteering In th s war.
"President Wilson's whole thought
is given to the successful prosecution
of this war. Under his leadership the
country is reconstructing itself not
merely for the length of the war but
for the enduring peace of the future."
Use Now Merchant Marine.
Chairman Hurley told the manufacturers, that while vigorous prosecution
of the war was the paramount interest of the nation now, they could not
afford to wait until peace is declared tod
before beginning preparations for the
of the enormous
wire employment
merchant marine which Is being
nt the rate of one ami two
the
ships a day. He declared that
to
country looks to the manufacturers the
find work for these ships after

s.

-

2S-

Men

SftYS HURLEY
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New York. June

Urges

WIRE)

Shelbume, N. S., June 2S. Twenty-fou- r
members of Ine crew of thj
to
troopship Dwlnsk, udner charter was
the American government which
torpedoed without warning by u German submarine June 16, reached here
today abotrd a Gloucester fishing
schooner. Tho men, exhausted by exposure and lack of food, were picked
up on the morning of June 2ii after
being adrift eight days, and with only
a (lav's provisions in stock.
Phillip Larballestier of Liverpool,
hoatswainn mate in charge of tho life
boat confirmed previously published
reports that the Dwlnsk wast sent to
the bottom without warning. The
was not
presence of the
known to officers of the ship until a
torpedo struck her port quarter. The
ordered the
commander of the
officers and crew to take to the lifo
und
boats, of which there were seven vesfiuick work was necessary as ihe
sel immediately began to settle.
Boat had Narrow Kscapc.
"We all got away safely," Larballestier said, "but some of our boats
had a narrow escape as the submarine
shelled tho Dwinsk while wo were
rowing away. Some of the- shells
came dangerously near us. The fiist
we saw of the submarine was when
she opened fire, as she was submerged when she, launched the first
torpedo."
Although worn out by the on. period of drifting, the men wero mrst
concerned about the fate of ;.hc-iThey were much relieved on
being informed that all but two boatloads of the crew had landed.
steamers
larballestier said tho
seven life boats kept together on the
afternoon of June 18, but during tho
night they separated and next mornHe had a
ing his boat was alone.
compass but no Chart and hl:i navworkHe
was
niostly guess
igation
estimated the boat sailed or drifted
fiOO miles from the point where tho
Dwinsk was torpedoed.
Khimed nv VphscI.
"During that time." he said, "we
sighted ono small steamer and two
small schooners, but they kept at a
safe distance, evidently taking us for a
suspicious craft. None of them came
within signalling distance, and we began fo despair. I knew we were steadily drifting toward the Nova Scotia
coast but our supply of food and water was very low and I did not think
it would last long enough for us to
reach land. When we were picked up
wo had hardly any left.
"The Gloucester fishing sohooner
bound for the fishing banks, rescued
us at 7:30 o'clock Wednesday morning
when we were, shout sixty miles south
of Soal island. The fishermen evidently were not afraid of us, for they bore
right down on- our boat and took' us
on board Immediately."
snlp-mate-

1!

FOR SHIPS AFTER

Men
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1ST

GREW OFDWINSK

IRE PICKED

FIVE
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WAR

Feed Starving
if
People
They Become Part
of His Empire, It Is Believed in London,

more vigorously we fight the
war, the more tonnage we shallis have
dent our disposal when peace bebeve
clared," Mr. Hurley said. "I ntilia n,
that wise foresight now in
this tonnage after the war, to deve op
our own world trade, and develop
trade and Industry in other countries,
smaller and youngc.
particularly the
e
to
nations, will be a direct help
the war, not a hindrance.
manufacturer,
American
"Tho
banker and business man generally
in terms
may well begin today to think comes,
of world markets. When peace
enornn
we shall find ourselves with
ac
mous mercantile marine on hsnd
induswell as a ship manufacturing
try of magnitude unlike anythingin
that has hitherto existed. Success
that merchant marine
employing
hangs squarely upon manufacturing
efficiency."
WII"Tho

Xcwspaiw Mwrprlsp Ass'n.)
London, June 28. Kaiser Wilhelm
seems about to add "King of Austria"
to his long list of royal titles. It looks
as if Austria will disappear, not by
action of the allies or the rebellious
neoples held
subject to the Haps-burgbut by that of the llohenzol-ler- n
ruler over the senior partner In
the Teutonic alliance.
of
This will mean the break-u- p
y
and probably the
dream.
end of the
While Austria's Germans probably
would submit willingly to the kaiser's
rule, there is little chance that HunCzechoslovaks,
Jugoslavs,
garians,
Rumanians, Holes and Italians would
do so.
Germany would come out of the
squabble with an united German nation, for the first time in modern history, but with a southern fringe of rebellious provinces which she could
not permanently control.
Karl Hapsburg would take his place
on the shelf with Nick Kumatiofr,
of Russia.
Already
Germany has refused to
simply starving Austrians with food.
Dispatches from Switzerland have
reported outbreaks In AustrianforTyrol
the
against tho Hapsburgs and
Ilohenzollern
yoke.
Gerfor
is
The next expected step
many to say to the Germans of Aus(Ily

l

The Imperial Laundry Co.
The Excelsior Laundry Co.
HHsll

Austria-Hungar-

Wellington, Ala.; William J. Whitaker,
Clarkston, Wash.; Gilbert Wilson,

"PUTTING THE GRIN INTO THE FIGHT"

Roll

B

DEPOT!

Des-tln-

HAASE

r.

Germany Will Be Ruined Unless People Take Cause of
Peace in Their Own Hands,

HAWKINS

Says Socialist,
RY

MORNtNO JOU.HAI.

ff

semi-offici-

I

Summer Season, 191$

lit,

Everything in the Food Goods Line
All Purchases Made Today Wilt Be
Charged on July Account.

Give me your address when you get over there and I'll
send you some candy.
Herb: I'll give it to you right now. Herb Williams, Royal
'
Palace, Berlin.
many will be ruined unless tho people
take the cause of peace In their own
hands."

VEGETABLES

Okra, Green Chili, Mango Peppers, Green and Wax
Beans, Fresh Peas, New Beets, Turnips and Carrots.

ALLIES FACING

700,-00-

The Ideal Summer Resort

Band Concert! nod Dancing Frm only To Pal run o( Banning Mm Steamer. '
Hotel Ht, Catherine, Maud Villa Cattft-e-a and rnrm City ta Own Ih June.
Fur further Information.-fnlderi- ,
tc, end for rPRervationa in Hotel St. Cmthorln.
writ to Burning Ompnnjr, Agents, 104 Pacific Elcuii
txlinU Villa or Oanvm
Bldg., toa Angeles, California.

barredfr0m stage

,

C--

badly-neede-

' New

t

WoundH-Sergean-

emTatTsTngerIs

RULERS GRILLED

Jngo-Slav-

.

Vroiu

Fred A'. Plogger, Carrie.
Va. Corporal Arthur K. Hond, Seipio,
Oklu. Privates Albert H. Jester, Gal
aa Campen,
veston, Texas; Howard

Haven, Kansas.
Died of Disease.
Major Albert L-- Grubb, Berkley
I.T MORNtNO JOURNAL .ICIAL L.'.f O WIRI)
Va.
Privates Gem go
Springs, W.
Washington, Juno 2S. Tho army Holmes,
Mass.; Louis
Springfield,
casualty list today contained fifty-si- x
Kosonberi;, Pittsburg, Pa.
names divided a.t follows:
Killed In action 24; died of wounds boh
4; died of disease 3; wounded severely
JJ; wounded, degree undetermined
; prisoners
.
, ,
,
lv
Killed in Action.
(Y MORN, NO JOURNAL .RCCIAL LKA.KD WIRI
Lieutenants Karl H. Kyman, LanJune 2ft Km my
Amsterdam,
St.
L.
Goldman'
Jerome
caster, Ohio;
the. Bohemian
singer, hus
olanr, been banned from theopera,
UouiB; Norman J. McCreury,
stage In Prague
James H. Tomothy, Highland on the ground that "she
has placed
Robert H her services
Fall:', N. V. Corporals
at the disposal
Jackson, Koslimla'ot Mass. ; Alexander of the Czecho-rilova- entirely agitation."
A. Jankowlak, South Uend Ind.; John
She was to have appeared In opera
J. Kelly, Ilolyoke, Mass.; Thomas IO, at Prague
the period recently
John J. when bitterduring
reden, Gary Court, S.
demonstraItvdor, Brooklyn; Jetliro Shoemaker, tions took place there.
William
Furrier
J.
Clem, (la.;
McAlly,
Ilolyoke, Mass. Privates Alfred M.
Curl is liny Anotorr Ihmt.
Ilonsnus, lirooklyn; Louis M. Croteati,
Phlladelphm, June 28. AnnounceKlvln A'
Frost' ment
Holyoke, Mass.;
was made toduy that the F.ven-in- g
Clearmont. Wyo.; Jnn Gajda, Detroit;
ono of the oldest after
Telegraph,
Herbert F. Gledhill,
Slurtl, Utah;
been
Charles II. Hursch, Hrock Port, N. Y.; noon papers In the country, has ownpurchased by Cyrus H. K. Curtis,
Tony I.ubeck, Chicago; Harry McKln-ncer of the Evening Public: ledger and
Kvansville,
Wis.; Sarkls
Nushna, N". H.; Joseph other publications. The Evening TeleSuskl, Cleveland, Ohio; Leo Waits, graph will cease publication tomorrow.

TEUTON MILITARY

PfC.t UHU
Amsterdam, June 28. The notable
the
in
flerman reich-stadelivered
speech
this week by Deputy Hugo Haase,
the independent socialist, in which he
vigorously attacked the government's
foreign policy and alluded to the
growing importance of the American
military effort, Is Riven considerable
Norddeutsch
space In the
Allgemelne Zcltung. Us version of the
speech Is as follows:
"Dr. HelfferUh and Admiral iron
Capelle," said Deptny Haase, "told us
In 1917 that the United States would
be unable to take any further part in
the war and that its military Impor0
tance was nil. Today there ure
Americans on French soil and
nothing has been heard of any
booty in the shape of American transports. The speeches of Count von
Westarp and Herr Stressemann
American Dowerlessness must
therefore be taken with the greatest
mistrust."
Herr Haase went on with a bitter
attack on the German military rulers
for their method of conducting the
war. He declared their methods were
RULING
ASSESSMENT
making a decent peace Impossible and
people must take
ON ARIZONA CATTLE that the InGerman
their own hands.
matters
"The Americans," the speaker de(.RfCIlL CORRt.FONDtNCI TO MORNING JOURNAL!
"are sending us affecting calls
clared,
Banta Fe, June 28. Assistant Attor- for help against the brutal violence
toruled
Helmick
M.
J.
General
ney
of the Turks. These calls will go unday that cattle assessed inNewArizona
heard, although the victims of the
Mexthis year and brought into
Turks are numbered by the hundreds
asico before September 1, may be
of thousands und we have 'the audasessed on the New Mexico assessment city to permit the handing over to the
roll this year. The opinion was given Turks again the districts, of Batum,
the state tax commission.
Kars and Ardahan.
"In Uvbnitt and Esthonia, the German police force ia treating the people with an arbitrariness of the worst
sort, us if the district were a con- In
the
qucred country. Conditions
Kigu dis.net cry to neaven. ien-yeold boys have been sentenced to long
terms of Imprisonment for distribu;ting proclamations. In the prisons
resempeople are tortured In a way
czar-Isbling that of the worst days of

Bathing, Boating, Fishing, Golf, Tennis, Mountain Hiking,
Swimming, and Many Other. Diversions.

ivy.
IHtMl

I

American Casualties

Alsace-Lorrain-

SANTA CATA LIN A ISLAND

u ouoru,

of Honor

k

tria:
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"We'll feed you if you'll stand for
Paris. June 28. There have been
to the empire."
rebellions outbreaks among the gar- be'ng annexed
In their dire extremity, what else
risons of the cities of Gyor and Pens, could
do but accept?
Austrians
Hungary, as a result of which 2.000
It would be a sweet revenge for the
ef the rffilitary Involved In the mutiny kaiser
Kmperor Karl, who In a
have been condemned to death, ac- momentonwhen
his conscience pricked
Macording to reports received by tho.
the
him wrote a letter recognizing
tin today.
to freedom
e
of
Both Austria and Hungary are af- right had
a scolding for it; now comes
fected by the revolutionary movement He's
which is said to be In progress on a theIn real punishment.
carrying out his "Mittle Kuropa
Inrfp scale in Austria, the newspaper
the complete domadvices declare. The spirit of revolt expansionof program
Austria figures in the
Is said to be strongly pervasive In the ination
kaiser s plans. Hut he will not gobble
army.
up the rest or me iiupfuuis ic.i
without some trouble.
INDIANA PRO LAW
The trouble will come from the
the Slovaks, the Poles and the
UPHELD BY COURT Czechs,
and perhaps from the
Hungarians.
peoples of
Tho Slavic and Latin
MOftNINCI
JOURNAL i tfCIAL LflAIKG
never submit peacefully
Indianapolis, Ind., June 28. The Austria will
They
by Germany.
Indiana statewide prohibition law was to lielng seizedcaused
a great deal' of
upheld by the state supreme court have already
quesPolish
Tiie
Vienna.
for
here today. The decision was 4 to 1 trouble
has given the kaiser himself
Judge John W. Spencer of Evansville, tion
a
sleepless night, and has long
many
casting the only dissenting vdte.
a bone of centention between
The state has been "dry" since April been
Berlin and Vienna.
2 last, when the "bone dry" prohiBut with the big fight of the war
bition law took effect.
on his hands on the western front, the
The measure was enacted by the kaiser might deem it advisable to
1917 session of the state legislature. promise Bohemia, Poland and Jugofree the
slavia their independence, Into the
dual
Italians and Rumanians
WASHINGTON MAN IS
revomonarchy, to prevent continual
the
avert
and
ROTARY CLUB HEAD lution at his back doora
d
necessity for keeping Slavio states.
German army in the
tY MORNIN JOURNAL SPtCIAL LCAttD WIRtl
TCansas City, Mo., June 28. John
D. C, "dark
Poole of Washington,
horse" candidate, was today elected
president of the International Association of Rolary Clubs on the second
.'
ballot.
Henry J. Brunnier of Pan Francisco,
a candidate, went out of the race after the first ballot.
Mr. Poole is president of the Federal National bank of Washington. He
headed the three Liberty Loan campaigns there and has been active in
other war work.
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unjustified.
The local steam laundries while bearing increased burdens in the
shape of startling advances in costs of supplies, repairs, new equipment
and other items, have made but few changes in their price lists. We now
find it absolutely imperative that we raise our prices on a few items.
This slight revision, while meaning a great deal to us, will hardly be
felt by the average customer, and when considered in relation to our increased costs of operation it is a very small advance. It should have been
put into effect a long time ago, but we have held off hoping that conditions would improve, but instead of this the prices that we have to pay
steadily increase. The revised rates will take effect July 1, 1918.
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Tho norma n military nower every- where In IUissIa has been active as the
Htranglers or democracy and ine an
of freedom. In Finland,
uimi terrorism reigns among the
s
working classes.
"If things go on according to thewill of our military autocrucy Ger-
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Amsterdam,

IRICfAL LIA.IO W,RJ
June, 8. Uuniors are

circulation, sayr, the Echo, Heige,
OF WAR
that an epidemic of typhoid Is raging
aiUOne the (Serrnnn sniillur. In nnrth.
em France. Several units are report
ed to nave virtually their entire personnel effected.
I.Y MORNIN. JOURNAL (R.CIAL LlAt.O WIR.I
This condition, together with the
London, Thursday, June 27
(via
losses inflicted by the enemy in the Ottawa). William M. Hughes, prelast offensive, Is said fo be responsi- mier of AusttWH, speaking at a
ble for the delay In resuming tho
luncheon of the London chamber of
commerce today said that the allies
were facing the supreme crisis of the
war. The next few weeks were preg11 KILLED, 14 HURT
nant with tremendous possibilities.
The German militarists fully recogIN PARIS AIR RAID nized that
they must either achieve a
decisive victory now or continue a
RY MOININ
JOURNAL IPIClAL (AMD WlRI
hopeless struggle against dally InParis; June 28. Eleven prisoners creasing odda.
The speech f Dr. von JCuchlmann,
were killed and fourteen others Inthe German foreign secretary, he dejured through the explosion of bombs clared
admission that the
dropped by German airmen In last recent was a clear
enemy offensive had been barnight's raid over tho Paris district.
ren in its gains and that military sucReports of the raid Indicate that cess
not Impossible was further off
there were several groups of enemy than ifever
and unless victory was gainmachines which took different courses ed politically
Germany must prepare
In the effort to break through the de- for a
long war.
fensive barrier fire.
The change in the Gorman tone, In
the opinion of Premier Hughes, was
due to a realization of America's great
Suff AmciMlntrnt fchclvotl.
Germans. also knew that
June 2ft. Indefinite effort. The
Washington,
h
armies were confipostponement of a vote In the senate the
on the suffrage resolution, blocked dently waiting the next onslaught,
while the much vaunted Austrian ofyesterday, virtually was decided upon fensive had spent Itself and any day
today by the senate suffrage leaders. might see the Austrian armies In headThey were ready to a'lianfkm the plan long rout and the civilian population
to force a vote next week and thought in open rebellion.
they would withhold action until after the proposed recess of coneresn.
Journal Want Ada urine rwulta.
in
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NEW ARRIVALS
Fancy Shelled Walnuts, lb
Fancy Shelled Pecans, lb
Blanched Almonds, Salted, lb
tins
Shrimp, Batavia brand,
Kippered Herring, oval can
Norwegian Sardines in olive oil (small fish)
Sliced Sweet Pickles, quart jar3
Dill Pickles, large jars
Monarch Peach Preserves,
jars
Solitaire Currant Jelly, large jars

$1.00
$1.10

..$1.00
25c

b.

b.

.

..25c
35c
50c
40c
35c

..35c

SUMMER BEVERAGES
,

Royal Purple Grape Juice, Loganberry Juice, Muscadine Punch, Lime Juice, Wild Cherry Phosphate, Bevo
and White Rock Ginger Ale.
i,

MEAT DEPARTMENT

In addition to our usual stock we have Brains, SweetHens
breads, Calf Liver, Summer Sausage, Home-kille- d
and Broilers.

W. L. HAWKINS
Phones

393

394

395

United States Food Administration License No.

n,
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' NONESSENTIAL OCCUPATIONS
were removed.
'
Eor two weeks the air has been
filled with flying cotton. It does not
To make out a list of nonessential
to
look well, but what is a more Importoccupations will require in addition
ant consideration, the cotton offers ac- time exceptionally fine judgment, un
tual danger from fire. The stuff questionably there will be protests and
burns almost as readily as powder and attempts by some men to prove tneir
when it accummulates along back job, be it bucket shop clerk or pool
fences and curbing it affords a likely room orderly, necessary to the well be
place for a lighted match to start a ing of the state.
serious blaze.
If there is any one occupation tnai
In a region where trees are of as is less essential than another, it is that
Even
great value as they are In New Mex- of the professional politician.
ico there has naturally been reluc- in times of peace ho is of little use to
tance on the part of property owners the commonwealth, the party or the
is of no
lo cut them down, even female
people. In time of war he
which cause all the trouble. use whatever.
The work of eradicating the nuisAceordin to the president, politics
ance will of necessity have to begin have been adjourned for the period of
sometime, however, and the sooner it the war. Notwithstanding the demis undertaken the better.
ocratic state convention in Indiana,
It would be well for property own called in disregard of tlie president's
aders to remove as many as possible of
politics actually have been
the cotton bearing trees at once. Those wishes, in a number of states.
journed
remaining should be marked while
The important business before tho
the cotton is on them, and taken out
country is war this year and perhaps
In the fall or winter and other trees
or
next, rolitlcs has no part in it,
set out in their places.
more polThe
to
any.
have
not
Guaranteed male cottonwood trees ought
itics the longer it will take to, beat the
can be obtained from nurseries, and
Germans.
will grow rapidly for the first four
There never has been a time when
or five years. Other trees Which do
politicians were of less
professional
not mature as quickly as cottonwoods
use to the nation than now. If anyj
could be set out where practicable.
one is compelled to go to work by prof
In. the end the city would be bene cess of law, they should bo made to
fited.
do so first of all.
.

jJEAGl'K OP NATIONS.
SHIPPING LOSSES.
to
This war has defeated all analogies
Notwithstanding the heavy losses
To attempt to draw accurate conclu merchant shipping In May there Is ft
sions from it by which to measure fu hopeful sign in the figures when comture warfare or future peace is im pared to those of May laBt year.
possible.
The total losses to allied and neu4
To say that in thorough and com- tral shipping the past month was
6
plete preparedness lies the preventive
tons; the loss a year ago was
or further war may be answered with
tons. Just how the enemy will
the assertion that Germany will be explain the falling off in the number
'
the country to suffer more than all of sinking is not yet available.
others because of that very reason
He cannot say that there have been
preparadenss. Her defeat will be fewer ships sailing the seas, for adtraced, not to her unprepared ness, but miralty reports show the contrary.
her year's of getting ready for war.
The true explanation lies in the fact
There' is a limit to the business of that German submarines
are being
war preparations which when reached sunk faster than they are being built,
.becomes automatically a means to while merchant ships are being built'
overthrow them and defeat the end faster than they are being sunk, the
aimed at.
reverse of conditions which prevailed
Nations naturally opposed to great before America entered the war
A
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From the Essen Arbeiterzeilmig.'""- "Riotous and indecent in the extreme were the proceedings at a nocturnal bacchanalian and terpslchor-ea- n
feast whWth Privy Councillor Von
Tiersch provided for .his friends at
his residence at Munich.
were these
So indecent,
indeed,
proceedings that the privy councillor's
a
charge of disneighbors hrought
turbance of the peace against Herr
I
Von Tiersch.
although, apart from
EXHIBIT COlpy OF RARE FLAG. theNevertheless,
character of the entertainment.
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
Ldance parties of every description are
A copy of the flat of Columbus, nc.
rigorously prohibited by file local milcepted as the first flag ever planted itary command- Jfprr Von Tiersch was
on American soil, was
exhibited here exonerated by the judge because his
tho other day.
guests had cmprised members of the
When Columbus took possession of aristocracy and of the highest society
the island which he called San Sal- circles, an well aa artists and nu ner-ovador, October 12, 1492, he raised his
military officers.
flag over the island in the name of
Isabella and Ferdinand.
,

us

Twenty flags, which
the history of the United States.
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I have known many a

friend

from the wnrlrt'c
Down circling stairways' of recur
ring years
Stand with the sta'rlled grace
Of knowledge in his face
And sudden wonder smiting
jiii'ht to
tears;
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

Politics Simmering, at Washington

I

f7

SOME FIGHT!
(Life.)
An American negro stevedore assigned to the great docks in southwestern France had written several
letters to his black Susanna
g
in
'
Whe" She Wrote back
Jack-sayin-

Washington, June 28. Those usually well informed are of the opinion
that congress, or at least tho seriate
part of congress, will take a long recess between the 5th and 10th of July,
leaving the finance committees of the
two houses to struggle with the preparation of a war revenue measure to
suit all interests concerned.
While war measures take up much
of the time of every public man, politics calls for some attention, particularly as tho attempt of the president;
to adjourn politics has fozzled. Thej
"politics is adjourned" business is Isthej
a
matter most discussed, and there
in the
twittering among the birds
dome of tho capitol.to the effect thatl
some one has put one over on the
president in that .little matter of politics.

It will be remembered that the
a little talk
president recently made
to congress in which he insisted that
re"politics" stood adjourned. More
cently the democrats of the state at-of
Indiana held a state convention,
and

tended by the
many democrats of national prominence. At that convention an
of the state of Indiana, and an
administration democrat, launched a
third-termovement,
boldly proclaiming the importance of
President Wilson.
The embarrassment resulting is easbeily understood, and one reason for
lieving that it was a deliberate attempt to "smoke out" the' president is
that there is now almost a necessity
that he declare himself out of the running for another term. If he docs so
declare, and he may do it, a number
of democrats who are frankly of the
opinion that the war should be used
as a democratic asset, will begin the
cultivation of presidential boomlets in
the nation's main war garden, and
there Is always the possibility that
some of them will thrive until using
an appreciable quantity of the administration fertilizing materials. If
the president does not make some
such announcement a number of his
open politicul enemies will take advantage of the situation to make it
and
unpleasant for the administration,
there. is some suspicion that a number of enemies not now iik tho open
will assist in the trouble-makinWise ones here In Washington believe that there Is a deliberate move
on foot to force the president out of
any possible consideration of a third
term, and at the same
the possible presidential aspirations of
one Secretary of the Treasury-Directo- r
General of Railroads, Etc.,
admittedly a man of ability and
the only member of the administration
aside from the president, likely to be
considered of presidential size. The
president is fully aware that too many
fool friends have put him In an unpleasant position, but as he Is entirely
too polite to say so he is expected to
find some diplomatic way of avoiding
the trap evidently set for him. It is
known that for some months those
statesmen have been doing
democratic
'
nothing without first consulting the
White House, und whenever they have
taken a position on any question ot
importance it hus been with the understanding that they speak at least
It is very evident that
these statesmen did not take kindly to
the efforts of the president to "adjourn politics," as things are Just as
they want them and they favor using the war as a political asset to keep
them to suit, so they just ran one over
on their purty leader, probaWy encouraged by some of those with ambitions of their own.
It must be admitted that someone
ha-- "passed the buck" up to tho president, and have used his friends to do
it for them. Whether they want him
to remain quiet and permit them to
forward the interests of a third-terfight, or to declare himself out of it
and make room for others, will not
be known, but In all probability the
two interests have combined and like
good gamblers, will take their chances
on the final outcome.
It Is very evident to the friends of
the administration, the real friends,
that politics can not stay adjourned
while that third term boom Is being
fed and inflated, and they are all convinced that the president had no hand
in that (as they term it) unfortunate
Incident in Indiana. They led off in
the Washington Angelus campaign by
praying for an early visit from the
nt
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New Mexico has been in the poljtl

cal spot-ligfor some days. State
Democratic. Chairman KeliKman has
been here. Several important conferences have been hold between the
state chairman, Senator Jones anT?
Congressman Walton and the little
birds in the dome whisper that New
Mexicans will be due for a political
surprise if things go just rinht.
To be more exact it is said that the
administration is holding up the namof the port at Kl
ing of a collector
I'aso until the result of tho El l'aso
democratic congressional primary determines the lute of Zat k Lamar Cobb.
In th Cobb case politics is adjorned,
until the result is known. If Cobb is
nominated, iyhicli means election, a
fight will be made to land the appointment for New Mexico; if New
Mexico secures the appointment, Jones
will name the man; if Jones names
the man, It will be Walton; and if
Walton gets the collectorship
job it
will clear up the New Mexico democratic situation and make a place on
the democratic ticket for Secretary f
State Lucero, who is barred from
running for tiny state office and must
be cared for.
It is also said that if Walton secures
the appointment he wil not lie opposed
for confirmation by Senator Fall, republican, as that senator has always
been for giving office
to any New
Mexican; and never makes objection
to the nominees of Wilson except in
extreme cases. This is an important
item, because it is reported that any
man Fall opposes for confirmation on
personal grounds does not get confirmed, und the men who tell you this
will name enough evidence to convince. It is.iiald that one New Mexico appointment will never be made
because tho senior senator has announced his Intention of opposing a
confirmation, and as the administration is decidedly behind the appointment the office will just wag ulong as
it is the incumbent holding over because his
can not be
confirmed.
The little Vlrr's of the capitol dome
are also responsible for tho rumor that
politics do not stand adjourned, so far
as Senator Fall is concerned, as he
will be opposed for
by all
the power of the democratic machine,
violently and persistently. He has been
free to express his opinion of the ability shown by some of the cabinet officials, and as they are more concerned with themselves than anything
elso they are first and always opAs Full l n
posed to his
fearless and clean fighter, favoring
uiuiiiiiiuu oralis on men ana money
until the war Is won, it is believed that
the chief commander of all the forces!
of the nation is too well aware (if bis
value to personally make any oppo-"nun hi nun, out men in nigh posl- jtions are oftimes controlled by their
subordinates, and it is expected that
this ense will be one of those cases of
action by will of the favorites at
ht

,

court.
It is understood that the democrats
are to make a determined drive in an
effort to convince the voters that the
tariff has been removed from politics.
The frequency with which the tariff
question is brought up for discussion
as a campaign
Issue suggests that the
big men in the political game are
Jockeying for position on the tariff issue. It is said that the democrats do
not desire a discussion of the tariff as
a means of Increasing the revenue for
war purposes, but that is
more than a guess at this time.nothing
Indiana declared tho tariff a dead issue,
because the Inst big tariff fight In Indiana resulted In a republican victory,
but it is now believed that the
of the democratic leaders call forplans
the
elimination of the tariff, If possible.
There Is some talk that Director
General McAdoo favors making government ownership of railroads
a Campaign issue.
'

Timely
1, n Inal mlnnl. Vt.t
Don't Walt imltl Warning.
act as soon as the first indications of
a oinous attack appear, and you can
usually ward It off. You have timely
warning as your appetite falls some
hours before the attack appears and
you keep on eating because It Is meal
.1 .... n
tlma filrln nnn miial nr.il
ot Chamberlain's Tablets and the at- iuck can as a rule be prevented ana
all the distressing symptoms avoided.
l- -v

Try

It

,

teaspoons are being made
from compressed cotton liber.
Cfheap

WHAT VICTORY OR DEFEAT
MEANS TO EVERY AMERICAN
(Contributed by Hamilton Fyfe to the
National Security League's campaign of patriotism Through Educa-

"You-al- l
don't nevah tell me nothin'
bout de battle
Sublet's
Davedone wrote her allTilda
about
he
kotched two Germans all by how
hlsself
kilt
and
three mo'."
tion.)
The stevedore wna roi,,i.,i 4
n
The victory of Germany means to
of
first
Americans,
all, bitter personal hl!.gir,,th.?.t he wus doi"S manual
at
humiliation, it woud mean that for
only afcouterment
tinware fCom which he ate his
the first time in their history Ameri- war
"slum"
bread,
cans hadf falileiV'in a task to which thoy
and coffee. His rehud set their hands for the advance- ply ran:
Dear Sue: De hattle am
ment of human dignity and freedom.
goin' on.
Secondly, the Victory of Germany details. Ah'm
would inflict upon democracy,
the man knees, an.dstandin' in blood up to
every time ah move
principle of the government of peon a dai(1 Cer'"n- We're
too
ples by themselveB and for themselves, cLn !P
rifles- an'1 we'" Wtin'
a disabling wound. It would disas- nH V
?ur
the
opposing prin- two other
trously strengthen
niggahs wah hangin' onto
ciple of irresponsible autocracy or oliprime wi(I ow 'eeth, an' old
garchy, the rule of one man, or a few Pencrr
Pa
beat "s off wld a
Kn,"f done
men, against which every American
llntW011
wemfoatments
has, since the founding of the nation,
felt it his duty and privilege to fight.
the
of
this principle
Thirdly,
victory
,mA f;00, OI'PORTI XITY
would surely stretch out his covetous
(New Orleans
e
(
)
fingers toward South America and
would establish himself as the parahZvl ViL i'.?Ve a bafl. memory."
"i
mount power in that continent.
" very Dan memo- ry.
Fourthly, it would result from a
"Lend 'me $10, will
'
German victory that the freedom of
you?"
every American in commerce, in industry, in travel, and in the daily affairs even of life at home, would be
endangered. The spread of Oerman
"kultur" is announced as one of Ger-- i
many's war aims, the "kultur" which
Nic.tzche, himself a .German philosopher, declared to be "surrounded by
the spell and atmosphere of the mid- dlo ages."
Their methods of making
war have proved the justice of thatl
hostile criticism. Their victory would
be at once followed by the attempt to'
impose mediaevalism upon the world.!
The defeat of Germany will mean
for every American the personal satisfaction of having destroyed another
tyranny; 'of having freed the world
from a sinister peril, and the German
people themselves from the incubus
of absolutism; of having cleared the!
ground for that league of nations
which alone can insure the right
each and all to. live peacefully accordofj
of having
ing to their own ideas;
fought bravely and successfully once
again in the lileraHon-wa- r
of human,
ity.

l

-
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Times-Picayun-
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Atlantic Cfty, June 28. Bringing a
message from the women of Franca
to the women of America and beardiing a tale of German atrocities and
abolical cruelties witnessed by herself
at the battle fronts in France, such
as have seldom been told before, Mme.
Bilmire During, a French woman, who
h:ia nm rip hpr home in New York for
several years, Is at the Hotel Tray-Co-

Inmro

:

So now. I dare not
In any careless wav say
That death could be so dark as
to bring the dav
Pvt. Willard Wattles' Mriinn n
ItUih Depot HriaadP i'.,,..,.

FROM FRANCE
TELLS OF ATROCITIES

WQMAN

AFFIRMATION.
I cannot see the wind, and yet it draws
By secret laws;
The moon I see, yet never that which
brings
The waters welling from their coraled
springs;
And when the rainbow stands
Over the shimering lands,
1 think some
ancient promise lifts
up her regal hands.

b

i

!
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present struggle.
The problem simmers down to the
finding of a method that will stabilize world peace and at the same time
not create a temptation for war. A
league of nations may be the solution,
although a league of nations is not far
removed from "a balance of power,"
which proved disastrous to Europo after forty years of operation.

This is an opportune season to mark
"Glory and food await you in Italy,"
the offending cottonwood trees for de:
nf AiiHtrt.a wtien his
mu .....
u ,u
ctiii't.u, " . - struction. No one in Albuquerque will troops started
to cross the I'iave. Then
contend that the business Section and
they preierreu ntm.v
they decided
the residence district, would not be
cooKing.
improved If those trees bearing cotton

H

"

Z

inal peace the world will go inevitably to destruction.
Bankruptcy is certain to follow continued preparation for war on? a large
scale; not in America, perhaps, but In
France, England and Italy, countries
already drained to the utmost by the

There probably will be a curtailof fireworks in the United
ment
. ..JUNE
SiATL'RDAY,
29, 1918 States this
Fourth of July, but there
are a million or so Americans in EuX IC1 lOLAS I U)M A XOIT
rope who will make enough noise for
The mystery which surrounded the those at home.
czar of llussia throughout his life perMEN OK T1IK DRAFT
sists after his death. The world knows
with as much certainty as it is possiOno of the impressions that remains
ble to know anything that happens in
in the mind after watching a
longest
llussia that the former emperor is
of drafted men leaving tor
contingent
dead at the hand of an assassin.
It
an army training camp is the eager
knows littel in addition to that.
ness with (Which they set out. In takThe czar was not a man of destiny;
ing their first utep on the road that
he did not shape his surrounding, his leads at last to the inferno of battle,
surroundings shaped him; he had there is no sign from any of them that
Into him liy
high ideals instilled
they would wish It otherwise.
churchmen of the Holy Synod, and at
They are not only willing to go,
Hie same time he ruled liussiu with
but joyous at tho prospect of going.
the iron of an autocrat and was incap- In shouts, laughter and singing is exable of sympathy or generosity toward
pressed a feeling of confidence and
the oppressed.
satisfaction that they are started on
He did not look like an emperor the big adventure. To some, those
and it has been whispered that he was who will not return, it is life's great
a physical coward. In his family life est
experience.
it was said of him that he was a tenAs Montaigne or some one before
der father and devoted husband with him said, life is nothing more than a
n good many of the traits of a man of
preparation for death. He dies nest
noble breeding.
who has lived best.
His reign was not a long one, alBut in the minds of the draft men
though long as reigns go in Russia. At there are no philosophical calculations
twenty-si- x
he took the throne. He concerning death. It does not interest
was just past fifty when murdered.
them. It is better that it dos not; UnIt is more than likely that after the consciously,
however,
(luring the
years of turmoil and intrigue with months of learning how to fight, tncy
which his court was filled, particularare absorbing tho bigger thing of
ly after the outbreak of the war, lie learning how to face death unflinchwas not sorry to abdicate.
Through ingly.
the last years he was torn between the
The only sombre note in tho leave
left
pittiless machinations of a
taking is the grief of the mothers
court and his pledges to the al- behind. They realize fully the hazard
lies; between the persuasion of a
their sons are going out to meet. It
wife and his duty as a mon- occupies a big place in meir ne.m.
arch.
The men making light of their un
Death has ended his troubles at an dertaking in their efforts to reassure
nge when most men are at their best. their mothers helps, in a degree, at
least, to ease the burdens oi muao
THR COTTON NITSAXCE.
malnlng at home.

J

societies have drawn together for one
..v...
lui III ui aiiviuci u'
Happily for their effectiveness, the
women
have in
of
volunteer energies
the United States been to a large extent gathered and focussed by governmental or official agencies. The Red
Cross, by presidential riroelamation
the official channel for works of merfew exceptions, emcy, has, with
braced within its organization all the
agencies for war relief. With'its official standing, its unlimited funds, its
command of the best business direction in the country, it has been able to
effect results which scattering efforts,
however intelligently directed, could
not accomplish.
All nurses for the
front and the camps, and for "home
defense'' also, are Red Cross nurses;
the women's hospital units, canteen
workers, and automobile drivers go to
the armies abroad under its auspices;
and In its name proceeds all the vast
womanly business of making surgical
dressings, of knitting socks and other
articles, and of packing, directing and
shipping these.

WILHELM, TH E CHARMER

rTT

rise, as

England and America djd, and undo
what the years of militarism have ac
The promise is that "the
complishcd.
world will not live half slave, half
free." Attempts at conquest by military nations are certain to meet with
'esistence and eventually with defeat
from that part of the world they attempt to overawe.
It is dawning on the world that. If
after this war, the nations go on along
the old road of unlimited clashing sov;
ereignties and suspended belligerency
belligerency, namely, taking the
form of preparation for war in nom-

!

Mme. During served for two years
as an ambulance driver at the battle
fronts of France. She witnessed German atrocities the like of which she
did not dream possible. Shell brings
a message to American women to spur
American pien to go to any length
to avenge the people of France and
America and England who have suffered at the hands of the tierman savages.
She has come back for a few days'
relief fro mthe arduous duties at tho
front in an effort to restore her nervous system, shocked by the sights witnessed. After a short stay at Atlantic
City and a visit with her son, Maurice
During, a student at Princeton, Mme.
During plans to return.
"My message to Americans, delivered with all the fervor at my command, Is to rush with all haste in every way to back up the brave American boys who are fighting shoulder
to shoulder with the French and the
British.
"Every American man and woman
should work to the utmost to the one
end. The Germans have become a
race of mad men, guided by the most
tyrannical, the most cruel, the most
heartless military maniac in history
the kaiser. The allies must triumph
or there Is an end of civilization as the
world lias known it. The Hermans
are powerful, unscrupulous and determined. They must be crushed with
force. Tho allies need all the force
possible and at once,"
INVITES IT.
(Answers, London.)
When a man hasn't a thing on
earth to worry him he goes and gets

married.

To the PuTjIW.
"1 Just want to say that we keep
a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic ana
the
Diarrhoea Remedy on hand allbowel
time, and find It excellent for
trouble." write Mrs. H. P. Cook, An;
1

derson, Ind.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
THE JOURNAL

TO

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

V

A11E AMERICAN

WOMEN MOniMZEl)
in
(Caroline Ttuutz-Itee- s
tho July
Yale Review.)
American women may well ask
whero they stand at this hour in their
country's life und estimation. An astute critic in our midst has somewhere
!
rftmnrkfxl
thcit w...
.. nut natlnnnl
.m.i.iLiui hahu
uawii in
to attack our problems by pretending
irmi iney are already solved. Burn Ho
v
f ho
finti lit VlIIS. hpn
rrTn-A
n.H
press in the matter of the mobilization
vl wuincii. unwary read era, ana in
particular Sunday readers, might suppose that in America women are everywhere supplanting men in industry.
Statistics in that 'matter are .hard to
COme bv: hill tho truth nonini t t,u
that In the United States, recently en- icicu upon me Beconct year 01 war,
iml IhanioalitA.
AmCI'Irnn. nnitinn ..nu
,
111
much the same situationlii.iiiji
as did Eng.
usn women anci J'rench women in the
first months of the war, always
or m.,i. j
...v Ihovj uiv
'
' tho fr . that
cupied with inpouring
streams of
wuuiuieu ana 01 reiugees.
Tney are
widely organized. It is true, for war
service In outstanding groups; they
have approached the vital problems
of food supply and of Americanization, but, on the whole, there has been
little change in their status. They are
still to a great extent "helping" in the
old volunteer manner the more productive efforts of men.
The first efforts of American women have taken, as did those of English
women, the direction of alleviating the
miseries caused by war or of adding
to the comforts of the nation's fighting men. Trained nurses flocked at
once to the call of the led Cross, new
candidates entered the
profession in rising numbers. nursing
Vassar colIs
to
lege
going
school
open a
to fit for the nursing training
profession the
college women who might take the
lead in It. Women's hospital units of
doctors and nurses began to form for
foreign service. Women's motor units
saileM away.
Thousands of women,
not equipped for the work offered by
these organizations,
are tolling ot
making surgical
dressings,
rolling
bandages, or knitting warm articles
for army and navy,' whtia scores of
T

By special arrangement The Jourm.1 guarantee! to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollar
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our oldlers In
France and on the way to France.
The packages (60c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers aa you aubscribe 25 cent
pieces.

IS MIGHTY SCARCE
Near the Trenches.

TOBACCO

i

IHOM IBVIN COBB'S "PATHS OF GLORY"
recall now, we had come through the gate of the school
house iq where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the b&ttlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" Tou get It, I see,' said the Oerman officer, who stood along- side of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind Is strong" and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible
That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with us alo'ng the staff thing.
back yonder In Laon.
"All the tobaoco which can be spared la sent to the men In the
front trenches. A long as they smoke
and keep on smoking they
"A

i

can stand that"

No Matter How Small

the Amount Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco In
quantities, rill out
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon groat
and make It generous)
Bring it, or mall It, to The Journal Office.

THE JOURNAL,

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.
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fluuri. ,,oil
o All lor JH.700, good

REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,
LOANS.
216 West Gold.
Phone 156.

librae tou

JUT

BUY oil leases near
drilling wells or on favor
structures
able geological
or anywhere there are oil indications. Can finance drilling proposition. Want to get In touch with
men who will do leasing on commission.
Vegas, N. M.
Box 38. East
A,

vest
pen
riterllnjr silver fountain
iKX5.uo reward. U O, Urvltmny-r- .

s

.

1.rt

5&5

li.-- t

Oil HALK

xfav vomi cxvrrox.

HELP WANTED.

a

3i

Town. -

- iliirbcr
Latin.

1

sh ip and pout room
8J j West Central ave.,

New York. June 28. Cotton futures r'OK HALK ,Owln to ill hewlih i wilt yell
closed steady. July,
28.92;
Oct.,
w&koii ut "H" theater. He
my
a..H; Dec. $24.80; Jan.. $24.74; Parker. Klnin Hotel, from HI to 'i m.
Viill HAJ4K Small sanr mill nt harifain.
March, $24.77.

Male.
t uime at Mt'ycr- A.STKU A t"ty. i.'all
M.'ytr. 114 Went Central,
M h n f or 'milk
roul: MiiUIhiw
i
Att.
l,lry ((Hiiimny.
A. milker; ai
tarrn hand. Ap.
WANTED
i

ply Beaeinnk'a Dairy.

WANTI5U

Chicago, June 28. Butter Market
Creamery, 3743c.
Eggs Market unchanged. Receipts
cases.
13,X3
Potatoes Market higher. Old receipts 18 cars; Michigan, Wisconsin
hulk,
and Minnesota
$1.651.75;
same, sacks, $1.8!& 2.00. New reand Arkan40
Louisiana
cars;
ceipts
sas sacked Triumphs, $2.G02.0;
Louisiana white, $2.402.50; Virginia
barrels, $6.0006.50.
Poultry Alive, unchanged.

unsettled.

:

KANSAS CITY PRODVCTR.
Kansas City, June
poultry unchanged.

28.

Ilutter and

Firsts, 334c; seconds,

Eggs

2Gc.

LIVESTOCK JIARKKTS.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, June 28 Cattle Receipts
6,000. Market generally steady with
68
yesterday. Calves steady with yester32 W, day's close.
Market
18,000.
1514
Hogs Rcceluts

active, 10c higher than yesterday's
$10.70(917.10;
Butchers,
average.
light, $lG.80i17.10; packing, $16.05
(fi.lS.tio;
rough, $13.70nl6.00; bulk
of sales, flfi. 501)17. 115; pigs, good and
6.fl.
115
choice, $1 6.40
Market
13,000.
9914
Sheep Receipts
to
steady.
2Vj strong
CSi

1

23

6314
72
87 Vt

1

11

.ast

rut-th-

'

A

Klnienuiker

tnatbincry. John

n

CHICAGO I'ltODl CR,

WANTED

wVimaii

1!I08

NorthFourth.

Uiut

unlorl anil"

o.llljallui. N. M.
cook, $60; carpentera and

Uboiwa, Employment Aenoy, 1 South
Third. Phnnn r4.
r
Vomit; man to do ufl'lce and Jan-liotUipaflty nix (. elKht thoumnid foot. In WANTKI)
Rood condition and wnv runnini:. i'lentv of
work. Apply National Life lnsurunco
(
of
Timoer. Auaisa 1: u. tlox. Jl
southwest.
the
ompany
SprlriKer,
oIllllS out
AN'ffOD Ooolc for amntn
f town, good waaes. Only tboso with good
.i, ,1. 1. a ai..v
K1T Una of the
Twelfth.
North
bulfdlnKs and beat loeatad lor general
ml
need
references
apply,
erk
merchandlaa In the city. Kce J. u. ISakln at WANTED
Hood-clto work In general
Washington Apartmenta 1002 Weat Central.
slore, wiio can speak Spanish. Send refPhnna J0!t.
ilro. Mercantile Co.,
erences. !. W. llond
,
UL'lt business was tliAi'tcd Ittu ycara ago Kneino, X. M.
with a cash capital of Si, win. our asseta
Imnte.
now show $i:;,H0 over our liabilities. We
have earned net in two yeurs $10,000 or 400 w ANTIOD
(iiil for general . housework. 4 1
pei cent on our original capital of
2,30tl,
West
oalL
Our business haa grown to thai extent, that
Th
aaleewoman.
WANTKOUiomRatant
it la necessary that we increase our workEoonomlst.
ing eapltai to 120.000 nnd we want a good
live business man to put IIO.OOO cash Into
AN'TKD lilrl for general housework. Ap-H- y
tile business and take one-haHQS Bast Silver.
interest, and
tuke an active part In the mnnnaeinent of WANTBlwiirl for general
housework,
the buslnese ut a good salary. The opporSouth Kdlth.
l'jnj
tunity of a life time for the light kind of
A
houaenoi'k.
for
iVANTBtl
gencrnl
girl
a man. First clasa references aa lo honesty
Rcseniek's Dairy. Phone sr,l.
and ability will be leiiulred. and we will
A.NTKD-furnish the very beat of banking references,
capable woman for general
to the parly we are wilting to take In with
housework. Inquire 500 North Eleventh.
us.
Alt communication
will
bo treated
w,NTF,D
Competent housekeeper and capstrictly confidential. Address P. O. Bo
able of taking full charge of house and
New Mexico.
nlaln cook. 1122 Easl Central.
VA NT FID
By two gentlemen convalescent
heallhseekers. a competent American co"k
LKOATi NOTICKS.
and
Apply al ZIP South Waller.
housekeeper.
NOTU'K OF "nCTt'
WOMAN
For general housework; no cook.
n the Dlairicl
ounry of Herna-llllCourt,
'
Ing. Address Box 2, Albuquerque.
Mrxtoo.
State of
No. Iisa7,
TELEGRAPHY, Stenography, Bookkeeping.
The nty of Alliuiiuergue, a Munlclpnl CorBoard, room and tuition may b earned
poration. 'Plaintiff, va. J. B. nclnliart. Mackay Buslnesa Collegea, Los Angclea and
lofendant.
Fresno.
I'n xtio Ahove Named Iiefendunt:
Yttu are hereby, notified that a sulf has
ieen filed against you In the District Court
FOR RENT Dwellings.
f Urnmllllo Onmty. New Mexico, by the
hove named plaintiff, In which the auld
Jlorth.
,'lalntirf prays jmlgment ugaiust you In
he sum of One Hundred Forty-eigand 'Oil KENT
four-roomodern
Furnished
10
Dollars Itlli.aOl, together with
cottage: no hick, inquire yi;i a or inr erooo.
thereon ut the rate, of twelve per
cent per annum from December 10, i'jl,7,
South.
together with costs of ault, for work and
aiiur done an,l material furnished in build- - FOR KENT One furnished four.rooin house
oncrete
and causing to be 4nim a cement
403 Mouth Seventh. Apply at 3M Wist
sidewalk adjoining Lot Thirteen, Hlock Gold. Also four-roounfurnished house at
V. Addition to the
.
of
A,
411 Houth Seventh. '
tlly
the satd sidewalk having been
built at the instance of the plaintiff under
lllglitanon.
1 by authority
of the laws of the State
NeSv
modern
Tou are hereby further FOR RENT
Mexico.
DeilraWa
notified that a writ trt attachment has been
furnished cottage. Phona 213-levied upon Lot Thirteen In Block N and FOB" RENfnTli'lt bungalow 130:i East Cen-.- .
IXJts Fifteen and Hixtoea in Block Q, of the
trttl. ''all at' 1303 or 1207 East Central.
V. & P. Addition to the City of Albuquerque,
two.room eottan
Cew Mexico, and that, unleaa you enter, or FOR RENT Furnished
'
with sleeping porch, 1022 South Walter.
in
cause-t- o
be entered. your appearanca
said cause on or before the loth day of FOR RENT Four-roohome, two glassed
In porches. Water paid. (14. phono 1523-J- .
August, 1918, judgment will be renedered
will
attached
and
your
property
igalnst you
furnished cottage.
FOR RENT Three-roohe sold to aatlsfy auch judgment
y. Phona T184-Inquire (17 South Broad
"he name of plaintiff's attorney ta W. A.
three-roola
cottage furn'OR RENT New
Keleher and Ills post office address
ished. Bleeping porches. 1100 Pouth High
Cromwell building, Albuquerque, New Mexstreet. City Realty Co., Phone 778.
ico.
(Soal).
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage. modern,
NESTOR MOVTOYA. Clerk.
glassed porchea; university ear nnoa.
By THOR K. v: M ADDISON, Deputy.
Phone 381, mornings. 1624 East Central
modern bungalow.
FOR RENT Three-rooPROPOS A LB FOR CONSTRUCTION
Completely furnished! two porches; desir
OP REWER SYSTEM. WATER able neighborhood. Call in youth cenar.
SUPPLY AKD DISTRIBUTING 8Y8 FOR UKNT Modern three-rooeomplete- TEM." Department of the Interior.
ty furnished house with sleeping purchea;
Office of Indian Affairs, Washington Ideal location. 1122 East Central. 11. . A.
,
D. "C June 12; 1918, staled propwials Thorn. Phona Ut
'

V

plainly marked on tne outside or tne
sealed envelope, "Proposals for sewer
systent, water supply and dlstriuuttng
.at the Toadlene School under
system
the ' jurisdiction of the San Juan
New Mexico" and
8chool,vShiprock,
addressed' ' to the "Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C",
will be 'received at the Indian Office
o'clock P. M. of July 18,
until.
materials and
1918,, for furnishing
labor' for the construction of a sewer
system, water supply and distributing
system lrt' strict accordance with the
plans, specifications and instructions
to bidders, which may be. examined
at the Office of the paper or periodi
cal in which this advertisement ' ap
pears, the United States Indian Ware
house at Chicago, Illinois; St. Louts,
Missouri: San Francisco. California;
and the Builder's Exchange, St. Paul,
Minnesota, and at office of the superintendent of the San Juan School.
fthlprock, New Mexico. For f urther-'
information apply to the Superintendnt of the Sa Junn School, Cato
i
I .i
Sells, ComBlssloner,

to

t

For

frigerators, and buying Second
Hnnd Furniture is our main business these days.

U.
W.

Mr I.t

Fir

Rooms.

STAR FURNITURE CO.
I'our roiiins and bath, large glazed
ii ml screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will bundle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrillco. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

Kcoloalwti

FOB HBNT Furnlahok loorai.
til 1
orth flecond. Albuquerqua Hotftl.
OK ICENIV-Threrooms
with Mielmitf
IU. oo. moo .North
poirh.
FOR KENT Modern rurninnea
rooma;
do
FOR SALE Miscellaneous.
tick; running watar. t08Vi Waat (.'antral.
FOR KENT Rooma" was oi weiT&Tth7
KUinmar raiea; no aklt;
Oi.lden itule
Store.
lioH.-new
TUP. SAI.I'I
I'LMClitally
FOR lihlNT KuniUnod room m,t hUdtiMp.
l.omb rnitlneer's transit, tioo. p. (i. Hox
Inir and aingle rooma.
a
121
North
l.'.,Mirlimer, N. M,
Third.
and barucKs,
hUKKy
niK MA 1. 10 llnrau, 1IHI.
ill) fin ANDB HOTni-Kuo- nia
and' anart-mencheap. Hint Solltll
619 West Central. Mrs.
Htchuld FUH KAI.I'JSecond liana furultur
c llou p.
'Vent. l'roprl(rB.
I.IvIiiksIoii, 21 Boulh Siioud.
fMPKRU l7nf6oM3itcC
ciititn rtxmil; FUR HA
ana wondrrherry plants,
ralca by day or week; over Woolworth'a.
cents a docn. Phone
.119
West Central.
VANTKI
curtains washed and
jl.ace
WOK
ItlC.S'T
Nli'o co! momx
for
IIkIU
;iro per hair. IMione HOK.
slretchcd.
biui'ki'i-iln'
and bed r us. elieup. IKi ruiTTJ-iTihTtiiiKN
2MI1-.orth Second, Phone
piano. Addrcea T. '. Doolcy, 1. U. Hox
FOR- -1 IK NT fvvo nl,",".""n .niTia
fnrmhrd; nil. Albuiueriuc. N. M
light bouHekeeptnu or bedroom: biwrd near
riALl; lieclTna w,.rat binder for JlMi;
by; Rood home cooking; reasonable. No nick, .'Oil
new. Frank A. llubbcl
Is practically
no children, t,05 West Krult. phono l!Mt-W- .
hone
FOR RBNT Nicely furnnmed outside rooma FoTT"SAi.E--lllas- ed
"in sleeping iorobsll
by the week or month; also furnished room
sxlo can be moved very easy, phone 20tf,,
for light housekeeping. If I mi Hottl, corner
-- lu
new
rtonies's
lyr.v
Ptrat and Ttjerae.
o
ciim bet liuttous. any
mrt skirts.
sliado. Just tho thing for
Soulb.
Ordrra taken; samples sliowu. Win. Dawson
d
roomeTlilTWaeTsiN" llenemi liellvery.
FOB
t
ver; no alck, no children.
BOOF
t'Otl KENT Nicely tufinstied room. u sica. uoo per (alien. Roofs under our ear will
First clasa hoard. 703 West Silver.
Improve from year to year. Wa can put on
as long as the
FOIl RENT Nicely furnished
front bed a new roof that will last
The Mantano Co. Phona UWI-room; close In. Phona 1434-- J.
(01 South building.
iio South walnut.
Fifth.
KftiEcrarhon'ruor' 'paint and root cement
FOR IllONT Three luinislo-122
rooms
West la'ud. Ituiulre at residence or at the
stops leaka: laata flva years. Use Devo
F.rwood Bakery.
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laand b satisfied.
cold
r'OK HENT
Furnished rooms for light Thoa. water kalaomlne,
F; Keleher, 408 W. Central. Phona 410.
housekeeping. Coal sieve and gas. 724
coulh Hecond.
FOK liENT Two beds.
porclr.
sleeping
FOR SAI.B
dressing room nnd oilier rooms 411 West ONK
Centrifugal pump and
OoldPhoiip ins-vt- .
moior.
pressure control. ApFoil iiti.vj fine room furnislicd for light ply D. Weinman, With
cure Economist,
nifxlern
housekeeping,
conveniences, $ia
oei- nionih. (ilO West Ponl.
.V'lccf)
I'OR KENT
furnlslied room, with
-large aiceping porch; first class board
Miscellaneous.
WANTED
next door. 609 West Hold.
Ictrola. cl
liXTKU-- Tu
buy u good
'Oil HUNT Nicely furnished
bedroom,
Address Vlrtrola. Hot 04H, Allnniueniue.
'
ginssen in sleeping prrreh and bath con
5"mTcTa i,aTes 'niaTleTo' pTciilo and fialilug
netting suitable for two. 407 Wist Conl.
parlies. Coll lr,;i-.f- .
side car.
h'A N'l'Efi arley-Davlilsou
Htgnkanas.
Hox r,x, are.lournsl.
FOR RENT furnished rooma,
til South VaNT
The-cof'siuiill clillilren. eveEl)
.
Walter.; Phona tot,
. Mrs. lliook-lln- .
after 1 o'clock phone
FOR KENT Large loom with alfriDin nings
porch; Ideal for two. (16 East Crntrafc
WANTIOIl-HlKh- ost
price ald fl(r ..Id gold
FUR RENT Room wltlr sleeping oorciPand
and iifnllniiin. toots of oil kllnls it ml
board for woman, in North Walter Phona slightly used clothes. PJionc 12S5-.H, Claus- -

oir

,,.

17S4.

mnq.

FOll KENT Rooms furnished for house
keeping, large sleeping porch. 110 South
Walnut.
FOR KENT Roams Willi sleeping porch
with or without board. Phona 671. 1123
East Central.

FOR HALE rieaull'ilr hpencer sweet peas,
long stemnisd. flagrant, assorted colors
T5o per hundred.
Order In advance. Ulo
Grande Industrial School. pi,ono 24"-FA"m '"F6n'ji;NK
HIGHEST casiVphice
BT THE SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO.,
WB ALSO
114 WEFT LEA P. PHONO
i
Bt'T OLD AUTOS, r renovated. Special
HAVE youj mattres
eummer rates, June only, $3 up, Allm- nuerque Mattress Co., 1011 South Second.
Plmne 471.
PIANO TUNING and repairing. All work
first. claroi. J. H.
guaranteed
alrlctly
Muala Co., tit
Edwards, with Albuquerqa
V
West Central. Phona 77.
W.i."t
min i and boye?
elothea, shoes and underwear. Alao trunks
nd ault cases.
Call tit. Chicago SfSond-han- d
store, l7 South First.
WANTED-50.0- 00
bags. Pay from Ho .to o
each, too tons acrap Iron. Pay from
to
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Louis
Junk Co., 4( South First street. Phone 7J.
WA.VTED
Careful kodak finishing by ms-te- r
Twlca daily service.
photographers.
Send
Remember,aatlsfaetloii guararteed.
your finishing to a reliable, eatablished firm.
Hanna tk Hanna. master photographer.

General.
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
modern
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1773.

.FORSLivestock.
HALE
FOR HALE
24 23

t.

Jersey milch cow Phone
Fresh'' Jersey heifer.-Ph- ona

22

3.

FOR SALE A few good Poland
China
.
sows, bred or open.
One good work
horse,- reasonable. Phona 2411. PJ.
FOR SALE Extra fine, young pedigreed
"breeding atock Flemish Giant, New Zealand, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. William
2I North Eleventh
Oestrech, Hrstreet,
Albuquerquef, K. M".
THE RIO GRANDE DUHOO HO(l COMPANY
Of Albuquerque, N, M., LARGEST
breeder of pure bred hogs In the atate.
SPECIAL BAHOAIN PRICES FOil JI'NF,
One T5S lb. Duroo Boar
One
One
One

40O lb
150 II
125 lb

...........

lov.--

t

is 00
35.00
30.00

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL
ATTORNEYS
JOHN W. WILSON
.

.

Attorn ay
Cromwall BullSlne
Phona 1171

Rooma 15. 17 and 19.
UODKV

Attorneys al f Jiw
Law Library BulMtnv

Suit

THE LATEST OIL KXCITEMENT
HOLBROOK, ARIZ.
I will locate parties on 14 or Vi or

US W. Gold Ave.'

Phono 4U9.

RODJEV

whole geollnna of oil land within the
sector approved of bv several eminent
at $l.ni per acre. Also Individual locations of 20 acres ai the
same, flicui'ex. Address, A. I.. It KN ( lit. It
Itolbrook, Aril.

Norttu

FOR

Como in and see us.

fillV

(,.,ld. I'hurm 007,
and Auto Innuronce.
Notary Public
210

Sailla, Maidlcraa smi

'I'ri'i1

iiai-ugp-

FOR REM

.A.

2e

'

H

to

,

Veal Estate, Insurance, Loans
' 111 South Fourth Street

4.7"3 per cent; cables, 4.76
per
cent.
V, M
99
He.
Bar silver,
on Thiiu
l,U! l' A ulack leu i
pm nu
Mexican dollars, 77c.
street, lift ween Lead and HazclUlne. Ho- turti to 312 West lluzoldlne.
Government ' bonds, heavy.
Railroad bonds, Irregular.
,( fS'C
Laily'n purnni coiiUiiiiiiit; check for
Time
loans Steady.
Sixty days, Hfwaitt.and about J7 Inlou currency and silver.
fur Burim t
John St.
5
90
per cent;
days,
we n
and the
per cent,1 six months, 6ifif6 percent. rj(T
two
National
bank
First
loiters. Please
Call money Steady. High, 4 per Tvtuni tu Sfl4 Wont
tiuld.
Itewurd
3
4
cent; low,
per cent;, ruling rate,
per cent; closing bid, 2 percent; ofBUSINESS CHANCES.
fered at 3
per cent; last loan,
per cent.

-

l'c

'nri

FOR SALE One of tho best built,
AVhy not buy a small ranch,' move "test locafed, most convenient and
on to it and cut your living expenses
lu thf
b.i'igak-vsto a minimum during these war times.
We have "a tract of 7 acres, with a lowlands. I'rice and terms upon
houso, nloho barn, fine
good
young orchard of 250 trees Just comLand Is on main
ing into bearing.
& CO.
ditch and is nil under cultivation, only
2
miles from town. Owner must
AND- GOLD.
THIRD
of
and
week
will
a
leave inside
throw
in household furniture, farm implements, garden tools, horse, buggy and
12I9ME
harness, everything goes. For price
and terni3, see
.Npff,
Hrk'k. Dandy liullt In fixtl
ure. Klro jlttcp. Hnetiumt, Furnnee,

LOST.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, June 28. Cattle RePrime
ceipts i, 500. Market steady. dressed
43
fed steers,
$17,35(6)18.25;
, . . .
Pennsylvania
.
.
UYt beef steers, 1 13.50 (fill 7.00; western
Ray Consolidated
cows, $6.50
93
steers; $11.0018.00:
Reading' i ;
91
.
.
.
12.50; heifers, $X.OO14.2.V, stockers
Republic Iron &
bulls,
83
and feeders, $7.50(914.25;
Southern Pacific
24
98.00 & 11.00; calves,' $8.00 14.50.
Southern Railway . . . .. .
Hogs Receipts 8,500. Market high....152H
Texas Company
er. Bulk, $16.4311 16.65; heavy, $16.63
121
,.
Union Pacific ,
ffll6.70:
24
14
pigs,
light, $16.35 16.60;
U. 8. Industrial Alcohol..
$16.00(816.50.
....108
United States Steel
1.000.
Market
81
Sheep Receipts
Utah Copper
Lambs, $15.O018. 00; yearsteady.
$12.00
wethers,
$14.
16.50;
00i)
lings,
CHICAGO BOAKD OF TRADE.
14.60; ewes; $10.0014.00.
Chicairo. June 28. New advances " ' '
Denver Livestock.
In tirleeH of corn resulted today chief
Denver, June 28. Cattle Receipts
ly from, a- prospective spread of the 2.800.
Market
strong. Beef; steers.
hot wate and from bulllifh reports
cows and heifers, $8.00
about the crop outlook southwest and $12.00(16.50:
m 12.00;' stockers
$8.00 1?
The market ciosea, nervous,
west.
net higher, with - July It till' calves. 112.00400.15.00;
to.
Market 10c
' Hoes Receipts
and August $1.50
11.48 A to 11.48
c tu higher. .Top, $16.35; bulk; $16.30
c to
to 11.51. Oats finished
.
as.
9f n and provisions at a rise of 5c i fchecp
Receipts 3, '4 00 Market 25c
in 90c.
$17.00' 17.60; ewes,
Lambs,
and
active
was
gen
higher.
corn
of
Buying
'
$12.0012.75.'
eral from start to rimsn.
1
Oats aseended with corn and sep
BOSTOX WOOL,
artely Influenced by adverse crop re
ports.:
June 28. The Commercial
Boston.
Strength of hogs and grain lifted Bulletin will
say tomorrow:
provisions. There was gossip of fur
' markets nave
"The foreign
for lard.
ther government orders
"
v
been' moderated active on American
'
Closinar nrlces:
week , with
Com July. 11.48: Aug;.. $1.50. buying during the
the freight
prices hardly changed and
Oats July, 734c: Aug., 69ttc.
and Insurance situation adverse to our
Pork July, $43.55; Sept.," $43.75.
are
lird-Jul- y.
importers. e ' Ther mapulacturers
$25.47; Sept., $25.75.
ot military
inereas
output
$23.97.
Sept.,
$23.40;
Ribs July,
fabrics as fast as the supply of raw
material ' allows, but approximately
NEW YORK METAL.
half of the machinery of the country
on civilian work."
New Tork, June "28. Lead Quiet. is etill engaged
$7.90.
Spot,
Good Liniment for Lameness.
Snelter Firm.' East St. Louis spot,
"I have found Chamberlain's Lini
$8.50.70. ment a splendid remedy for lameness,
soreness of the muscles and rheumatic
NEW YORK MOXEY.
writes Mrs. J. W. Wallace,
pains," "MO.'
Mrs. Wallace says furNew York, June 28.-- Mercantile Macon,
we
per ther that "It taIn the best liniment
paper, four and0 - six months.
the house." : '
day bills, 4.72 V, per hove ever had
rent; sterling
rent :' eftmmerelal 60 day bills on"
Red
Won't neglect the "Two-Bi- f
hanks. 4.72 per cent; commercial
.
dav bills. 4.714 per centj ' demanfl, Crou CiaV Join today.'

:

1L

Oy

T

A. "FLEIISCIEK

Lit

42

.

W.

Jci

J

i

1

Selling Coal Oil Stoves and) Re-

2
frame,
modern,
sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable for 2 families,
rents for $30.00 per month; 3rd
ward.
$2,5uo.
frame, bath etc.,
sleeping porch, tine shade trees, cement block garage, good barn; completely furnished; 4th, ward.
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features,, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow In
$2,500.
University Heights, modern, fireplace.
$2,500
adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, lot 75x142, cement walks,
$1,700
brick, city water, inside toilet,, electric lights, new
floors, newly papered and painted;
near shops; easy terms.

Rooms.

U

..

....

I

$2,000.

on North Hlith 16 feet
FOR 8Ai,E-r-L- ot
from Central Ave. anat front. Phone 1MS-- J.

..Erie
tJreat Northern Ore Ctfs.
. ... 90"
Great Northern pfd
. ... 54 Vs
Inspiration Copper
Ctfs.
....102
Marino
Pfd,
Int. Mer.
. ...
32
i
Kcnnoeott Copper
'

V

XJU

40
48

.'

Louisville & Nashville . .
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central . . . .'.
Northern Pacific

real
Pnlf r

MAiM
Onld.

PERSONAL.

LIUU WIBI)
New York, June 28. For want of
a more definite or specific reason, the
(lull and Irregular course of today'
stock market was ascribed to foreign
dispatches on the Russian situation
which were so bewildering as to limit
trading: to the professional element.
Prices were hesitant from the outset, occasionally becoming heavy on
pressure against investment rails and
recognized Industrials.
United States Steel was less prominent and moved in a more limited
area, closing at a loss of almost a
point. Related shares were influcnc-e- d
by the sluggishness of steel, forfeiting much of their uneven advantage in the stagnant final hour.
During the intermediate session
metals came forward briskly on announcement that the question of copper prices soon would again coaie before tho war board.
Sales, 4350JO

shares.
Further relaxation was manifested
by time money and call loans were
easier than at recent week ends. Forecasts of tomorrow's bank statement
varied, indications, however", favoring
an expansion of reserves.
lionds were irregular, mainly ns a
result of variations of Bmall fractions
in tho foreign group. Russian external
C''s and 6ty's gained from three to
four points on the "curb." Total
sales (par value) aggregated $8,350,-00Did United States bonds were unchanged on call.
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar
(8
46
American ("an
American Smelting & Refining. 79
American Tel. & Tel. . . .
flip,!
.... 18
American Zinc
. . . . m
Anaconda Copper

Ranches.

Muat sell, a buiRftm.
amall
ranch all In wheat and nlfalfu. Inquire
or 73.
"7 WfNt Copper. Phon

SPtOAL

Baltimore & Ohio
Butte & Superior
California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
Central leather

J

WUUN'?

Hi

FATHER ALWVCb
ME A BOOK
CIVE
ON tAT BIR1H 0AN

70R SALE

Position.
liflki- lirtilm
1211 South Wtlliama,

FOR SALE.

Affects Trading; Prices Hesitated From Outset; U, S,
Steel Loses Point,

".

III
JI

WHAT WUZ

file

tOH

Bewildering News From Russia

Atchison

I

YWl

fr

CAUSE

JOURNAL

f

Journal.
YA XTK1
I'ra Unil mi fVo wjiils portion.
Nu objection to Iravhitf thr city
the
summer. Adiln'sw H
rare .hminttl.
. A.V.'KU
Expert lady tuenngntphur midflrstt'lerk from
Antrelen lelro
rluHtt position; (fond health, phone lit 80 J.

OF DULL MARKET

M OWNING

rvE REFOLD SIX

jXrKTU- -

I

V

W A X TK1) P.. sill.
or. or (tar ft Re work.

or

imy

.

I

I

WANTED

SITUATION
GIVEN

v

McMANUS

'

Tks

EH

I

,

GEORGE

BY

Copjrrirht,

THINK

a WniS

Tel

SEVEN

1918.

S.

DKNTWTS

t.

E. KBAFT
Dental flargooa
ftooma
!. Barnett Building
Pkoaa IM
Appointments Mad by afall
DB.

7T

BTFTtorp"
Roosm

Mellnl

Building

ANI

BCB1EONS

rllYKK'MNK

PB. MAROARRT O. CABTWRIOHT
1'ractlr Limited to Woaua'i aa4 OkU
drnl's Dlseneea
113 n. Central Phona (71. Albuqusrejae. N.

M

BAKF.S
TILL
Prartire limited to Kya, Ear, Noa MS

THROAT

Office) Hours! lo to

I to I

It;

State Nallonal Bank Building
DB. SARAH COKKR

Practice Limited to Chlldrsn.
Rooms 1 and I. Wright Bldf.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours J p. m. to I p. m.

Office

Residence Phone 2076.

FOR S A LE

--

Office Phona 11

PouTtry and Eggs

-- mm roustiT. lo tborougliiin.'tl
U.
RW7.
laying pullets. Phono
eat
Ft fir SAT,?; 'tCTcrn trKeaii-Bin atate.
Htock. egga, and chicks. C. P. Hay, 2;n
v.Hh High.
I'Oit SAI.K Chickens some I horoog lil,i , .U
11. I
ItV. and Huffs. Call bveulnsa. 120,1
HA 1.1C
I. red

First.

Nortli

FOIl'""BA!.rEiiTrre
flocit
combed It. I, ncd. Mra.
717 East llaield'ne.

rose
Navajosi
B. Thomas,

I

.??rrA?rt-'!e!'.t-.F.A
KENT

FOR

menta and

and
sleeping

Two

House.
FOR RENT

-

threa-roo-

rooma.

apartHighland

Furnished housekeeping apartments. Albuquerque Hotel. 218
North
'

Second.

oil

FtE.N'T
Furnished housekeeping
anil
sinitle rooms, now modern building; no
It. 'MS North Seventh.
FOU KENT Three or four r
u furnished
apartments, modern; the 200 hbK'k South
.Sixth. Inquire Savoy hole! office.
0
THE WASHINGTON,
Weat Central. The finest modern family apartment hone In he state.
For well people
Phone 2022. Apartmenta furnlahed
only.
or partly furnished J. D. Eakln. Prop.
'

Automobiles.

FOR SALE

"u""SHA7?E"lTra
Truik $230 lakes It. Addrca hux 07, care
(otrnnl.
nil'. S l.t; Ford touring cat fir-,- cI.im
coti'llilon. cheau If taken at once. Oil
Souih Arno.
"
I'ml SA I.B Ford touring "var. " dieaii'"
lev
niotorcvele,
single. J2.". 116
.
1.100-JSouth Yale. Thona

FOR

REN1

Miscellaneous.

it HliNT Garage. Inquire lioa
HOH8U8 and Rig to Jemra Spring:

rates.

8. Carols.

11.00

for

North Aino.
horse anoi
hours. Phone l.r.4-.r- .
120!

auaafl
"bug-r-

l.

For Rent

Rooms With Board.

One 100 lb
12,.',0
PURH BRED WEANED PIGS at
3 00
Native scrub Mexican pigs
1218
1383.
Third.
Phone
office
south
City
2403-F5
miles south. Phone
Ranch
Bank
reference, FIRST NATIONAL.

.e,-- - huiix-tt.
nut tet
iiiiiil.'i lTr
two bath rooms, ranges
ga ruffe,
cltiwt In. Thastfin & Va,
VUlt HALF-- ;
Nice homo, fuinUht-.and n
1 4, QQ,
n
half r.a sh.
gtnui pay! n b
liuiiKulow, Journal oftlca.
FOR"H A L B
ei. d nnc lo JnlvuriUir
HAffflits,
to.
porch ft, (trace,
Termi f neca(iry. Phona 389 or 1A-J- .
Five-moFOK SAfK
modern hunffalo"
wilt consiUfr cur In trail; monthly
If deitlred. Thona 2Ui or aildraaa It,

,hUe,

lul
"Myf
Blplof

car .frtnrnal.

TYPEWRITERS.
TVPBWRli'HHB All makes, "overt. auled
repaired. Rlbbona for every machine.
lbuquerque Typwrlter Exchanre. Phona
lS Month Vniierh

bAILT

,

Six-ho-

,

AL'TOMOHILK

Pasnenger

leave Silver City

A014

STAGS?.

Service

1:30 p. m.
p. m.

HIGH cla,a board and aieepmg erea with)
Leave Mognllon
room at summer rates, tat. tat South Anvk Cars meet all trains. Largest and beat
Phona lBltvw. equipped auto livery in the southwest.
BENNETT AUTO CO.
oil KENT Very desirable room, sleeping
"
porch, hot and cold water. 1st class table Silver City.
New Mexico.
General.
de Oro 81 3 West Gold.
Casa
"aid.
PASTURAGE.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and 'furnished
FOR RENT Eight room modern house,
room: table board. Ura. A b belt. 101 North
witn water In city
PR RENT Paatura
TIME CARDS.
heat, gas. and garage. Phone 0H.
'
la adrence. Walnut. Phona 80.
limit,317--' (1 50 per - month
"Tm KENT Modern four-foor- h
furnished
.
Phona
ROOMS with or without board. Large airy
house, sleeping porch, garage and good
1 par he,
SEVENTf acres of. paatura,
rooma. good board. Hot and cold water,
location. Phone 117(.
Dolde'a
aontl 04 South Third. Phone 10.
mil
month.
house, furnlahed or town. Phon taas. Ranch, t
v,it RENT
For convales-ceilta- .
.L JARDIN ESCONDUM)"
unfurnished, oloae In. Newly papered- and
Something a little better. Coolest
tinted; City Reaity Co. Phone 77.
TRADE.
TO
In
nlac
Pleasant
-'
1
city.
surroundings. Rates
rooms uphouse.
FOR RENT
SANTA FB BAIL-WA- T
reasonable. 1801 West Central. Phone 1112 ATCHISON, TOrrrtA
stairs. 3 rooma down aialra. nicely furnWANTED To trade. 320 acres In Galne
CO.
ished, suitable for two parties. No children.
Texaa. for land In or around Al SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
county.
the ptac to get atrong.
Phone '4 or call 1! West Gold.
Westbound.
buquerque. Addreaa Bog &0t, Albuquirqua, Forand board. Just
rate phona J429F-- 4: free transportation
No.
Class.
Arrives
Departs.
I
now
Aooommodattan
awallahl. Mra. H. B 1. The Scout
DRESSMAKING.
7:10 Am. 8;30 pro.
Thomas.
. California
12:46 pm.
Limited"
am.
...11:45
FOR SALE Furniture.
iTRESaMAING
Will aew liy day. Ihone
T. Fargo
Fast ........10:45 am. 11:15 am.
MRS, W. H. REEO. of the Lockhart Ranch
4. Mrs. Hsller.
1:80 am.
:10 era
has moved to 40 J Sooth Arno street, when . Th Navajo
FOr"sa"u2 FurMture of
se Tlii
ah
la prepared to tag
health seeker
.
South Tale. Phona 1509-J- .
Senthbeand.
Phnna
101. El Pao Kx press
10:11 pra.
FOR RENT-- Of flee Rooms. FOR SALE Cheap, oak table, chairs, kitchjx(.
J07. EI Paso Express ...
11:41am.
en cabinet, aewing machine. Leaving town.
CHIROPODIST.
FOR. RENT Offices in ,'ulla ot single. Call Phona 1330-J- .
Bastbaund.
over
store
WoolwertWa
10.
Tha Scout'
upstairs,
7:3Sam. 8:ftS in.
FOR HALE New and econd-lia.n- d
furniture CHIROPODIST Corua and callouses re
2. The Nava.le
1:0 pra. (:40 pm.
FOR RENT Downalaira o'fico loom, fine
bought, sold and exchanged.
Berryhill
moved without pain. No soreness after re4. California Limited . . (:0 pro. 7:00 pro,
location, , next to Postofflce. Ill South Furniture Co.,. 124 North Hecond. Phone 406. moving. Bunions treated. Ingrowing nalts
I. Santa Fa Bight....
Fourth.
:Hpm. 10: to" pia.
Will" SAI.B Dlnfngtabte. buffet!" hnrenii, cured. Tour feet examined free. Satisfaction
- From Saiitb
office
FOR RENT I front
large nval mirror, kitchen atov nnd other guaranteed Call and eoe me. C. E. Chase,
connecting
rooms over Golden Rale Stor. laqwlr
article.
gasoline tank and about 40 Overland Hotc, t9 2 Woet Central. PSoni II. Kansaa City and Chicago, t:0 am,
0I. jcuua Cltj ard Catsaia,
W. L chiUea. tot Sontti BOltn.
Roua tt,
pats j,
.
.
;

,S:

''

45SStatlk.ta

'

Dentist

V'l

.

.4
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
318 WKST CENTRAL

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLITKLV

rnOXE

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

S15.

FOR SALE
Dodge Car $250.00

UHDINANCE
OSE

OF

CUPS

N. M.

GOOD CONDITION
109 Houlli First Stiwt.

PAPER

DROPPED

WANTED
AT THE

WAITRESSES

The last of the old apples and first of the new.
Largest shipment of the season of California cucumbers

Nine Dealers

WARD'S

l'ooil License No.

STORE

CRESCENT1 GROCERY
ROBERT .TONES

HOM ER

II. WARD
315 Marble Avrnuc.

Coal and South

I'lionra

T

Walter.

I'liono

57S

YRIC THEATElRf
JLW
V
I ACT TIME"

Trr

Soda Water

Experienced, None Other Need

Oppose Use of Sanitary Paper Cups; Commissioners Do
Not Pass Ordinance,

each
5C
New Mexico peaches, nice lot apricots and sweet table
cherries should arrive, also some berries, cantaloupes,
oranges, lemons, gooseberries, summer squash, very nice.
Home laid eggs, doz., 50c; good eggs, doz
45c
of
Bouldcrado
butter
will
in
be
that
the
Every pound
store will arrive today and the price is still
45c
U. S.

in

STURGES HOTEL

A

Tho city ecunmisaion, in a nieoUiiJj
with nine proprietors of soda fountains Ust night, ugrreri not to pans
the ordinance reiiuiring the usu of
unitary paper cups and dollies, and
the boiling of knives and forks and
spoons, which had been recommended
by the city health department.
The
agreement not to pass the ordinance
was the result of protest on the part
of the nine dealers The paper cupsi
may be had at the fountains on re-- j
quest.
Dr. J. S. Cipes, representing the city
health board, mado a strong appeal
for the installation of paper cups.
"Expense is not the question," Cipes
said. "If ten children of the city are
prevented from contracting tuberculosis by the use of paper cups, then the
saving of these ten children is worth
all of the money you will spend. The
tubercular patients of the city patronize your places. Tuberculosis, according to one medical journal, is
contracted more readily by children.!
More than 60 per cent' of your pat-rons are children. You can't remove
tuberculosis germs, to say nothing of
many other germs of a malignant na- ture, from a glass without boiling the
glass for five minutes. This proposed
ordinance should apply to restaurants,
hotels and saloons. However, the saloons are going out of business in Oc
tober and they need not be consid-- l
ered. Railroads have removed the
public drinking cup and the national!
council of defense is spending thou-- j
sands of dollars to safeguard the!
health of the children."
L. M. Fee was the leader of the attack against the proposed ordinance.'
"I have been drinking after tuber-cular- s
and every other sort of person
for a long time," he said, "and my
health Is constantly improving. I take
this proposed ordinance as a discrimination against the proprietors of soda
fountains.
Evidently someone in the
new city government has a pick at the
proprietors of soda fountains. You
have made no provision for saloons
and restaurants. It would take a
paper cups a week to supply
the trade here, and we probably could
not get the cups from the manufac-t- u

POWER
From the Famous
Special

THE PLANTER

in

Super-Featur-

Novel by Herman Whitaker
e
in Seven Reels

"BY THE SAD SEA WAVES'

Also a Comedy

for their
day
were

FOR Sl'XDAY DINNER
Hume dressed chicken.
lam I), mutton, pork, h1I"m liver,
pork tenderloin, luncheon meat-loa- f.
Green lieuns, peas, cucumbers, cauliflower, lettuce,
Lanse California cherries,
apricots. MiitaloupcH. watermelons, ha mi nas, apples,
graic
fruit.
KH-in-

rad-Isln-

1 Matleoccl, Palladino&Co.

t

(iHOCERIES AXI MEATS
V. Tljerus. l'hones
8

(101

495-19-

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

PROMPT SKItVICE.
PHONE
75. 8TKONG Itl.K., COPI'ER
i
AND SECOND.

LOCAL

ITEMS

Tourist lunches. I'ullman Cafu.
Martin & Thom. Taxi. Thone 273.
The clothing store of M. Mandell is
being newly papered.
It. K. Held of Santa Fe spent yesterday in this city on business.
A. K. Bruce underwent an operation for tonsilitis yesterday afternoon.
Harry Kelly of Las Vegas arrived in
Albuquerque last night on a business

trip.
fieorKO R. Craift Is in
Attorney
Santa Fe on legal business. Ho will
return Sunday.
Mni. Leona
and Miss Jano
tilaejf,
wi-rUlaek of Roswell
visitors In the

ciiy last night.
Mrs. II. U Pattern, who has been
detained in a local hospital, will be
taken to her home today.
Miss draco Htortz and Miss Florence Seder have gone to Roswell, N.
M., where they will give a vocal concert.
Miss Maylo
iJick, who left some
time hko on a vacation trip east, has
written friends here that she is in
Chicago.
Indue I. ('. Rothgerhcr and faruily
of Denver, who were here
visiting
Col. and Mrs. Alfred Grunsfcld, left
for home last night.
D.
Lieut. Frank
Shufflebarger
stopped here yesterday to visit his
parents, lie is en route from Han
Francisco to the Atlantic coast.
A special train carrying 500 apprentice seamen recruits for the navy arrived in Albuquerque yesterday en
route from Philadelphia to San Diego.
Miss Sullivant, daughter of Mr. and
215
South
Mrs. J. w.
Sullivant,
Broadway, who has been visiting here
for some time, roturned yesterday to
lier home in, Laredo. Tex.
Private Andres Casados. member of
the 314th engineering corps, has arrived safely in France, according tl
word received here yesterday by his
brother, Don U. Casados,
Gov. W. K. Undsey, Ad.1t. Gen.
James Baca and B. B. Hedding of
Santa Fe, who were in Albuquerque
yesterday to attend the mothers and
daughters congress, left last night for
Cody.
C. L. Rivera,

Camp

who left Albuquerque
In April, has arrived In London, acto
received here
information
cording
He will act as assistant
yesterday.
secretary to the American embassy in
England.
Thomas Fawcett, who is employed
at the Alvarado hotel, was married
Thursday to Miss Edna Jefferson of
Las Vegas, N. M. The couple will
make their home at 616 South Second street.
Misses Pauline and Florence Umbrage, daughters of IT. T. Umbrage,
511 West Mable avenue, will leave today for Santa Fe, where they will
visit their cousin, Misa Tresma Ham-pe- l,
tor a few weeks.
Mrs. C. E. Sharpies and Mrs. A.
Mellon of Mountainair, K. M who
have been attending the Mother-Daughtcongress here, left yester
er

home. While here they
guestH of Mrs. K. Bowyer.
William T. Pope enlisted in the
coast artillery and Thomas C. Keller
joined the engineering corps of the
army here yesterday. The latter was
an employe of the Santa Fe shops.
The two left for El Paso last night.
Mrs. Elizabeth Koger of the state
college, who has taken a prominent
part in the girls cooking club work
here during the mothers and daughters congress, left last night for Fort
Sumner, N. M., on boys and girls club
work.
Baca
Salvador
Sandoval, Emllio
and Simon llerrera, who were arrested by the police In connection with
the robbery of D. CI. Crainflll, who reported to the police he had lost $140,
were bound over to the grand jury.
Sandoval's and Herrera's bonds were
fixed at $:00. Baca's bond was fixed
at $250. The lads were unable to
give bond and were committed to Jail.
Some one, without an Invitation,
visited the premises of E. J. Strong,
who is ranching several miles north
of the city, Thursday night, and when
Strong got up the next morning he
discovered a set of harness, some tools
ijlind a quantity of feed gone. Mr.
Htrong was in the city yesterday anil
stated he had no idea of the identity
of his unwelcome visitor.

half-milli-

rers."

Only two of the nine dealers staled
they used hot water in cleansing their
glassware.
Other dealers spoke against the ordinance and declared it impractical
and difficult to put into operation.
All of the dealers claim there is no
menace to the public health from the
use of glasses.
Tho recommendation of the board
of health was passed unanimously at
a recent meeting. It was in the form
of a resolution stating that the public
health is endangered because of tubercular and other germs clinging to
the glassware, which usually is washed
only in cold water. The resolution declared that only paper cups should be
used, which should be destroyed after
use. It also stated that knives, forks
and spoons should be sterilized by
boiling in water for ten minutes.
in view of the action of tho conir
missioners in not passing the ordlSJ
nance the dealers agreed to install a
supply of paper cups and to 'iioplay
siore siovhb men. ue
Endurance greater than the aver- a sign in men-individual
cups coum
vice in the
age young man is capable of displaying, recently was shown by Mrs. Belle had on request.
Garrison, more than 60 years old.
Orders taken lot service nags.
Mrs Garrison went to Cerillos, N.
When she arrived Women of American Army, 825 West;
M., on business.
at that oity sho found the person Gold Avenue.
W. S. V
whom she wished to see was eighteen
miles away in the mountains. Nothing
HOUSE ROOMS!
BITTNER
daunted, Mrs. Garrison obtained a
-see
to
W.
8. 8.- burro anil rode the distance
the person with whom she had busiALVARADO
EGGS.
ness. Then she decided to visit her
the
On sale by lending
son on a nearby (?) ranch. She was
growr
told tho ranch was eight miles uway. morning after thry are laid; 55c.
W. S. .
Sho walked twelve miles and then
learned that .her son still was eighteen
Mrs- Garrison resumed
miles away.
fourteen
her journey and walked
IXR Qt'ICK SERVICE
A friendly travdistance.
miles of the
223 West Copper.
Thone 501.
eler gave her a ride for the last four
W. 8. 8.
miles. Sho spent a day with her son
B. M. WILLIAMS
and then decided she must return to
Dentist
Albuquerque.
Rooms 1 and 2. Whiting Building
in
and
a
burro
sne
mounted
Phone No. 684.
Again
one day made the entire trip of fifty-eigCorner Second and Gold.
miles to Albuquerque.
Worn out? Not so.
Persons who wisn u renew or take
The next day Mrs. Garrison decided oat
membership In the Red Cross
to go to Clovis on business and made
ran do so by railing at Strong's Book
the trip by rail.
Store, O. A. Matson 1 Co., Grlnishaw's
W 8 S
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
DEATHS AND FUNERALS

WANTED

Plums, Peaches, Cherries

Man for Milk Route
Matthew Dairy Company
Phone 420.

Apricots
Cantaloupe, Watermelon
Green Chili
Mangoes Okra Peas'

SPRINGER
--

HAULS

ANYTHING

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS. PICTURES AND MUSIC

Joseph M. Schenck
Presents

N

Storm Country'
X

I

MBMammwaanMmaiaai

BV

REEL LATEST PATHE WEEKLY

1510--

204 West

Central Ave.
Phones 199 and 197

M ATl.N'i:!'
TI.M K

'

ARMORY

Band

B THEATER

.$1.00

LADIES FREE

Dance given under the
auspices of the Women of
American Army.

Two Hrnvy Tennis.
Two Light Teams.
Twenty Well Broken, Gentle
Saddle Horses.
Mast be sold at once.

I 'I V K- - lAItT

DR.

MARRON
Phone

JrtLL

Ust You May
Find Just What You Want.
One Oakland Touring,

W. S. 8.

Voir baxicace trouble.

NOTICE

Phone tS$.

Italians are requested to attend
$1
a meeting at Colombo hall, Sunday,
June 30, at 9 p. m., to make arrangesuits
Four
$1.25.
pressed
ments for a Fourth of July celebration
Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
In Which six nations will be representPhone 600.

SUITSlCLEANED,

All

Delivery.

O. BACHECHI.

ed

W.Ms
NOTICE

To all French people: Natives of
Frajice and Canada of America you
are requested to attend a meeting at
401 West Central
avenue,
Sunday,
7:30 p. m., in regard to making arrangements for the celebration on the
Fourth of July. Six nations will be
represented in the celebration.
A.

CHAUVIM.

HAY FEVER
Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.
O. H. CONNER, M. D. D, Q,
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 655. Residence, MB

Chairman of French Booth.
W. 8. 8.

Livery and saddle
Red Barn.

FOR SALE

horse. Trimble's

TOR SALE

DOZIER DELIVERY
319 WEST GOLD

,

Household Furniture
on nrrln modern 4 room
lie Owner
In rm,r Hnd mutt Bell

and
Hpurtmrnt,
and mov at onitv. Telephone DM between S a. in.. 8 p. in., or 237 after S

Hawkins, gktnner. Champion, Ooa
roy and San Jose Market: 55c dozen.

1

831--

to 6, Admission 10c; 6 to 11, Adults 15c, Children, 10c '
g

Look Over the

Overland

One

Touring,

One Overland Roadster.
One llulclc
Touring,

.
7-

siro

$275

.$150

-

.$950
passenger
One Buick Touring (Light
$000
passenger
6)
One Studebaker Six,
$850
senger

War Stamp Special
Sundae, Saving Stamp,
Included, 50c.

IDEAL THEATER

GRIMSHAW'S
2
Second and. Central
"Grlnislmw Wants to See) Yon"

AMONG
BARGAINS
CAMi AND
LOOK THEM OVER

MANY

Till-- : ABOVE.

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

IUioiio 710.

CO.

D

513-51-

W. Central.

5

REEL RATHE NEWS

A Woman or Girl for General House Work. Apply
112 North Edith

CHIMHtKX

-- W. 8. 8.

Join the

Two-b- it
--

W. 8.

club.
8.- -

tournal Want Ads Pay Because
Everybody Reads the Journal,

All Day, .V;

Attention Belgians

AIHI.TS

By ALFRED COLEMAN,
Chairman Belgium Com.

,

Matinee,

13c.

10c; Night,

TODAY ONLY

5

CENTS

"THE LION'S CLAWS"
TWO PARTS

"RIGHT OF WAY CASEY"
THREE-PAR-

FEATURE

T

"THE LOST APPETITE"
COMEDY

t

ayWsyi

, .wiiayWITlTIIIBirnMBTTr

1

Shoe Points!
Here are a few points to consider when ready for a
new pair of Shoes!
It is easy for any Shoe House to say Our Shoes Are
the Best and Cheapest and then quote a few prices
to convince-yoof the fact.

Skinner's Grocery
We Are Expecting to Have a Fine Line of
Fruits and Vegetables
.

Nice Plums, Peaches, Apricots, Cantaloupes, Bananas
The Finest Tomatoes We Have Ever Offered

Okra, Mangoes, Beans, Cucumbers, Squash,
Cauliflower
Washburn-Crosb- y
Barley and Corn Flour
Monarch Canned Fruits and Vegetables
Swifts Premium Hams, 37c. We Cut These Hams and
Will Sell Either End.
A FULL LINE OF BULK PICKLES AND OLIVES

Prices Tell You kothing !r
Read any shoe advertisement and you will find the
quoted prices about the same the country over.
Shoes for $3.00, $4.00, $5.00 a pair does not mean
anything unless you see the shoes attached to these
prices.
We ask you to come here to see the Best Shoe Values
offered anywhere at any stated price.
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes

Gallup

iXp

for Your Money for Men ... .$3.00
for Your. Money for Women. . 2.00
for Your Money for Boys... . 2.00
for Your Money for Girls.... . 2.00
for Your Money for Children . 1.25
for Your Money for Babies. . .50

to $8.00
to , 9.50
to 4.50
to 5.50
to 3.50
to 2.00

CHASE & SANBORN'S TEAS AND COFFEES
United States Food Administration License No.

J. A. Skinner
Phones

60-61--

63

205 South First St.
Cerrlllos

To Replace That Broken Window
.
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First.
Phone 421. '

'

CRYSTAL

Signed,
JOHN LEE CLARKE,
Chairman Allied Com.

;

"THE RIOHESTGIRL"

WANTED

There will be a meeting at the Chamber of Commerce at 7:30 this evening to discuss the coming
Celebration to be held July 4th at Rodey Hall
University N. M. Mrs T. N. Linville and Mrs.
Theodore Minnebo, who will take part, are especially requested to be at this meeting; also all other
native Belgians.

LA8T TIME
TODAY

ANN MURDOCK

--

p. m.

Let Us Send a Man

the Woman"

TWO I'AKTS

ALONSO

321 yt WEST CENTRAL

TAD CAIF

i'i:n I I XTIOX

"Vengeance-a- nd

1331--

Harry Johnson.
Harry Johnson, 25 years old. died CITY ELETTRIC8SHOE SHOP
at his apartment in the highlands at
6 o'clock
PHONR 667
yesterday morning. He
came to Albuquerque four years ago FREE
DELIVERY
AND
CALL
from Cooston, Ore, C. T. French, who
BATCH'S OLD STAND
it
took charge of the body will send
to Marshficld, Ore., for burial.
TELL TORYVliELIVERY

Today Only

"Salt of the Earth"

See A. B. McMillen
or J. Pence.

ht

com-

1:00,

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Military

...

Admission

Ailulls, 10c; Children, tic
Ailulls, 1.V--: Children, !()
2:a(), 1:00, 5:30, 7:00. 8:30, 10:00.

Cross Club.

IU--

"

29

Thirty-piec- e

HCm
U JLU

"Two-Hit-

Horses for Sale

TONIGHT
June

Join the

Admission
Admiwlon
!' THK SHOWS

i:Vi:Xl.(i

DANCE

Bryant's Delivery

mittee. No.

From the book of the
same name by Grace Miller White. Picturized by
Mary Murillo and Courtney Ryley Cooper. Directed by Charles Miller.

NORMA TALMADGE

-

the chairman of the Membership

1

mmtsmm

family horse about 1100
pounus, single harness. Columbia
buggy and surrey. Must be sold
within ten days. Inquire at I IOI
West New York Avenue, or Phone

For Sammies

IN

'The Secret of the

A good

And Help Buy Socks

i

Norma Talmadge

Beans '

FOR SALE

I

LAST TIME TODAY

Hens
Springs
Mutton
Beef
Pork
Veal Fresh Salmon
Fillets of Sole
Halibut
AH Kinds of Sausage
Strawberries, Blackberries
' Raspberries

Great Endurance Is
Displayedby Woman
In Mountain Trips

GENTRY'S" EGGS

n

Everything
to Eat

Apply.

1

TYRONE

1918.

Notice to Our Freight Customers
Beginning July 1st, the minimum xharge for delivery of
.. .,.
freight wlll.be

if

'

OP?

........
QoC
' 'SPRINGER TRANSFER
CO., Inc.

Hahn Coal Co.

OerrUloa Stove

PHONE 81
ANTHRACITE, AIX SIZES; STEAM COAI
.
Coke,' Mill Vood, Factor; Wood, Cord Wood, Natrre Kindling,

,

,

Lum

A house 'to rent; furniture to sell; something lost or found;
an ad in the classified columns of the Journal will bring results

